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Session I: Biogeochemistry 

Talks 
Bharat Rastogi Oregon State University bharat.rastogi@oregonstate.edu 

Continuous In-situ Measurements of Carbonyl Sulfide (OCS) to Constrain Ecosystem Carbon and 
Water Exchange 

Understanding the processes that control the terrestrial exchange of carbon and water are critical for 
examining the role of forested ecosystems in changing climates. A small but increasing number of studies 
have identified Carbonyl Sulfide (OCS) as a potential tracer for photosynthesis. OCS is hydrolyzed by an 
irreversible reaction in leaf mesophyll cells that is catalyzed by the enzyme, carbonic anhydrase. Leaf- level 
field and greenhouse studies indicate that OCS uptake is controlled by stomatal activity and that the ratio of 
OCS and CO2 uptake is reasonably constant. Existing studies on ecosystem OCS exchange have been 
based on laboratory measurements or short field campaigns and therefore little information on OCS 
exchange in a natural ecosystem over longer timescales is available. 
 
The objective of this study is to further assess the stability of OCS as a tracer for canopy photosynthesis in 
an active forested ecosystem and also to assess its utility for constraining transpiration, since both fluxes are 
mediated by canopy stomatal conductance. An off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy analyzer (Los 
Gatos Research Inc.) was deployed at the Wind River Experimental Forest in Washington (45.8205°N, 
121.9519°W). Canopy air was sampled from four heights as well as the soil to measure vertical gradients of 
OCS within the canopy, and OCS exchange between the forest and the atmosphere for the growing season. 
Here we take advantage of simultaneous measurements of the stable isotopologues of H2O and CO2 at 
corresponding heights as well as NEE (Net Ecosystem Exchange) from eddy covariance measurements to 
compare GPP (Gross Primary Production) and transpiration estimates from a variety of independent 
techniques. Our findings also seek to allow assessment of the environmental and ecophysicological controls 
on evapotranspiration rates, which are projected to change in coming decades, and are otherwise poorly 
constrained. 

 

Danielle Gruen MIT/WHOI dgruen@mit.edu 

Signals and evolution of microbial methanogenesis in the Proterozoic and Phanerozoic eons 

Methane is a key intermediate in the global carbon cycle and a potent greenhouse gas. Microbes produce 
most of Earth’s methane today. However, it is often challenging to identify and quantify microbial methane, 
particularly in geographically or temporally extreme environments such as ancient ecosystems or subsurface 
ocean sediments where genomic and other biogeochemical information is difficult to obtain. Nonetheless, in 
order to better understand the sources of methane today and to track the evolution of the global carbon 
cycle over geological time, we must be able to reconcile novel bioinformatics and geochemical tools. The 
focus of this work will be to explain how the application of innovative molecular clock techniques combined 
with modern methane measurements illustrates a dynamic story of the evolution of Earth’s inventory of 
microbial methane. We report our efforts to utilize both molecular evidence from horizontal gene transfer 
events in extant genomes as well as novel stable isotope measurements to inform an understanding of the 
signals and evolution of microbial methanogenesis during the Proterozoic and Phanerozoic eons. 
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Andrew Margolin RSMAS, University of Miami amargolin@rsmas.miami.edu 

Environmental impacts on carbon biogeochemistry in marginal seas 

The margins of the ocean represent ~10% of its surface, where extensive coral reefs, diverse benthic 
communities, productive fisheries, and sprawling mangroves and estuaries are abundant within marginal 
seas, which are vulnerable to climate change. Furthermore, human activities locally compromise these 
ecosystems, for example, by releasing fertilizers into rivers that drain into marginal seas, creating ‘dead 
zones,’ while the offshore oil industry has also caused extensive damage (e.g., the 2010 Deepwater Horizon 
catastrophe). Marginal seas may also offer insights on ocean-driven climate shifts, since they are restricted 
from the ocean, having unique deep water circulation pathways and chemistry, perhaps resembling the 
ocean during the geologic past (e.g., the anoxic Black Sea). Since climate and marine chemistry are largely 
controlled by the distribution of carbon, understanding its biogeochemical cycling in marginal seas will 
improve our understanding of climate change. Considering only the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), Caribbean and 
Mediterranean and assuming their carbon concentrations are similar to the ocean’s, these marginal seas 
contain ~363 Pg C, which is nearly half the size of the growing atmospheric CO2 reservoir. Surprisingly, 
however, observations from marginal seas are rarely included in global carbon cycle modeling studies, 
ultimately limiting our ability to understand and predict climate change. 
 
Here, I will present my dissertation work on carbon biogeochemistry in marginal seas, including results from 
the GoM, Caribbean and the Mediterranean’s Black Sea. New hydrographic observations of oxygen, 
nutrients and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in the GoM, Caribbean and Black Sea will be presented as a 
brief summary of my dissertation, which I will defend in the spring of 2017. Further details on my dissertation 
research can be obtained here: http://rsmas.miami.edu/personal/amargolin/research.html. 

 

 

 

Xinru Li Simon Fraser University xinrul@sfu.ca / xr.li@hotmail.com 

Exploring the reversibility of ocean conditions under net-negative CO2 emissions  

Artificial carbon dioxide removal (CDR) from the atmosphere, also referred to as “negative CO2 emissions”, 
has been proposed as a measure of mitigating climate change and restoring the climate system to a state 
that avoids ‘dangerous’ impacts. Previous studies have demonstrated that the changes in surface air 
temperature due to anthropogenic CO2 emissions can be reversed to some extent through net-negative 
emissions, while some of oceanic properties, for example thermosteric sea level rise, show a delay in their 
response to net-negative emissions. This suggests that the artificial removal of CO2 from the atmosphere 
might be ineffective in reversing climate changes in components of the climate system with long (>100 
years) response timescales. This research aims to investigate the reversibility of ocean conditions after the 
implementation of artificial carbon removal on centennial timescales. This objective is achieved by exploring 
the multi-century responses of the climate system to a set of emission scenarios with a focus on ocean 
biogeochemical properties and sea level rise. We use RCP2.6 and its extension until year 2300 as the 
reference scenario and design a set of overshoot scenarios based on other RCPs. The University of Victoria 
Earth System Climate Model (UVic ESCM), a climate model of intermediate complexity, is forced with these 
emission scenarios. We compare the responses of select ocean variables in the overshoot emission 
scenarios to that in the reference scenario at the time the same amount of cumulative emissions is 
achieved. Furthermore, we investigate whether the degree of reversibility is dependent on the level of 
overshoot. With the focus on seawater pH, aragonite saturation, temperature, dissolved oxygen and sea 
level rise, we find that the overshoot and subsequent return to a reference CO2 cumulative emissions level 
would leave substantial impacts on the marine environment.  
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Poster Session A 
 
Megan Amanatides North Carolina State University mmamanat@ncsu.edu 

Developing Indicators of Carbon Dioxide Flux from Arctic Wetlands 

The study of carbon flux from Arctic wetlands is a top research priority as our climate continues to change. 
Currently, wetlands are considered to be a global sink of carbon dioxide, but anthropogenic impacts, 
including global warming, may cause them to shift from sinks to sources of carbon. Wetlands are more 
vulnerable to climate change than other ecosystems, and as our climate continues to warm, northern 
latitudes are expected to experience the bulk of the warming. Despite previous research on the role of 
wetlands in the carbon cycle, their ability to sequester and release carbon under an altered climate is still 
poorly understood. Thus, wetlands are not considered adequately in many climate change scenarios, and 
they are underrepresented in global carbon assessments. More research is needed to better understand the 
potential variables that drive variations in carbon dioxide flux from these ecosystems. This research 
examines a crucial uncertainty regarding the effects of climate change on wetland carbon balance. The aim 
is to better understand the role wetlands play in the global carbon cycle under climate variability and climate 
change. More specifically, this research addresses the influence that several environmental variables 
including air temperature, relative humidity, evapotranspiration, rainfall amount, snow depth, fraction of 
photosynthetically active radiation (fPAR), and permafrost cover may have on carbon dioxide flux through a 
statistical analysis of several northern latitude wetlands. Results from this research will improve our 
understanding of the drivers of carbon flux from wetlands while also providing insight into additional 
environmental factors that have yet to be considered. This will allow us to explore a fundamental cycle of our 
ever-changing planet in one of the most vulnerable and remote areas of our Earth. 

 

 
 
Susanna Michael University of Washington smicha@uw.edu 

Sources of Trace Nutrients to the Equatorial Undercurrent 

High nutrient, low chlorophyll (HNLC) regions are areas of the ocean that are high in nitrate and phosphate, 
the usual limiting nutrients, and instead are limited by iron. These areas are responsible for ~26% of primary 
productivity in the ocean (Chavez and Togweiller, 1995). Upwelling of the (comparatively) nutrient-rich 
Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) provides the majority of trace nutrients to one of these HNLC regions in the 
Eastern Pacific Ocean. The EUC transports water across the Pacific at a rate of 30 Sv – roughly fifty times 
the volume of the world’s twenty largest rivers (Slemons et al., 2012). Understanding the source of trace 
metals to the EUC is therefore important for our knowledge of carbon cycling in these regions, and ultimately 
the global carbon cycle. 

The Solomon Sea, east of Papua New Guinea represents a likely source region to the EUC, but is still 
largely understudied. There, inputs from large rivers with high sediment discharge, easily erodible coastline, 
volcanic inputs, and mining activity, likely enrich the Solomon Sea in trace nutrients. These nutrients can be 
entrained in the EUC via feeder currents and stimulate primary productivity in the Eastern Pacific. In the 
northern hemisphere, trace nutrients from shallow arc volcanos in the Mariana arc are potentially 
transported west via the Eastern Equatorial Current, before becoming entrained in western boundary 
currents flowing into the EUC. This research aims to investigate and quantify these potential source regions 
by measuring iron, as well as aluminum and manganese, which act as conservative tracers for iron. 
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Poster Session B 
 
Angie Boysen University of Washington aboysen@uw.edu 

Insights into the diel cycles of marine microbes through metabolomics 

Marine microbial communities are made up of interdependent groups of microorganisms, each carrying out 
key chemical reactions that culminate in large-scale biogeochemical processes. Our understanding of the 
flow of nutrients and energy through microbial communities critically depends on our knowledge of the 
metabolisms of individual members of this community. Transcriptomic studies of diel cycles in marine 
microbial activity have shown a cascade of heterotrophic activity that is hypothesized to be driven by the diel 
periodicity of phytoplankton primary producers. By measuring intracellular metabolites on samples collected 
on a diel cycle in the oligotrophic North Pacific Subtropical Gyre we hope to elucidate reasons for the peaks 
in activity of different groups at different times. Metabolites are the read-out of metabolic processes and in 
many ways are the chemical language of microbes. In our analysis we target over 200 compounds known 
for their importance in primary metabolism, secondary metabolism, and interactions between marine 
microorganisms. Metabolites both provide a snapshot of the community status and influence the capabilities 
of the microbial community through competition for micronutrients, toxin production, growth promotion, and 
other interactions. The microbial production of many small molecules is therefore a feedback on community 
structure, ultimately influencing large scale geochemical properties such as net community production. While 
this work focuses on microbial ecosystem dynamics over diel cycles, I also am interested in using similar 
methods to address other questions in marine microbial ecology with the hope of better understanding the 
flow of nutrients and energy through the oceans. 

 

 

Zachary Erickson California Institute of Technology zerickso@caltech.edu 

Bio-physical interactions in the ocean: Subsurface chlorophyll maximum layers from a physical 
oceanography perspective 

Subsurface chlorophyll maximum layers are found throughout the oceans, and are important because they 
are not visible using conventional remote sensing techniques (e.g. Oceancolor). The subject of a vast array 
of scientific literature, they are generally attributed to a range of one-dimensional processes: enhancement 
of the chlorophyll:carbon ratio through photoacclimation, consolidation of phytoplankton into subsurface 
layers by buoyancy control, increased subsurface production driven by the presence of a nutricline, and 
increased grazing pressure at the surface. These explanations, however, fail to fully explain subsurface 
features we observed in southern Drake Passage, motivating us to look for a three-dimensional mechanism 
that allows for vertical and horizontal advection. In our study region, isopycnals outcrop at the surface, and 
the observed subsurface features lie on the same density contour as a surface phytoplankton bloom. 
Previous research has shown similar features in other locations across the globe, such as the north Atlantic 
and the California coastal system. We suggest that subsurface chlorophyll maximum layers may be formed 
from a purely physical process through advective mixing, driven by ocean eddies acting on an 
along-isopycnal potential vorticity gradient. Practically, this means the positive flux of surface phytoplankton 
resulting from springtime biological production may be partially balanced by an advective flux out of the 
surface layer; surface observations that do not take into account this mechanism may underestimate 
biological production. 
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Linnia Hawkins Oregon State University Lhawkins@ceoas.oregonstate.edu 

Variability, covariability, and change in climatic controls on forest productivity in western North 
America in a large ensemble of regional climate model simulations 

The forests of western North America serve as a carbon sink sequestering carbon and slowing the rise of 
CO2 in the atmosphere. The rate of net carbon uptake in these forests has declined in recent years despite 
rising temperatures, longer growing seasons, and increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Future 
carbon storage is highly uncertain due to the complex interactions among climate, forest response, and 
other natural and anthropogenic factors. To examine climatic controls on forest productivity (and carbon 
storage), we dynamically downscaled global climate simulations using a 25-km resolution regional climate 
model. We generated a 100 member ensemble of simulations for historical (1985-2015) and mid-21st 
century (2030-2060) periods with future projections of atmospheric forcing following Representative 
Concentration Pathway 8.5. This design enabled us to evaluate intrinsic variability and forced response at 
high spatial and temporal resolutions. We used mean and extreme daily temperature, precipitation, vapor 
pressure deficit, and potential evapotranspiration rates to investigate the effects of increasing atmospheric 
moisture demand on forest productivity and water stress. This work can inform future adaption efforts 
through improving our understanding of the climatic controls on forest carbon sequestration. 

 

 

 

Sayantani Karmakar Portland State University sayantan@pdx.edu 

Recent trends in global methane emissions inferred from 30-years of surface CH4 and isotopic 
CH4 measurements  

Methane (CH4) is the second most important greenhouse gas after carbon dioxide. Quantitative 
understanding of the global CH4 budget is important in order to predict future contributions of global 
warming and to develop effective strategies for its mitigation. After a decade-long period of decreasing 
growth rates, atmospheric CH4 concentrations have risen in recent years raising concerns about its 
long-term stability. Despite much study there is no clear consensus about the causes of this increase. Some 
bottom-up inventories suggest that fugitive emissions from the fossil fuel industry may be increasing though 
there are considerable uncertainties in these estimates due in part to the variable nature of this source. To 
better understand the changing budget of atmospheric CH4, we performed a time-dependent retrieval of 
CH4 fluxes spanning nearly 30 years using global surface and isotopic CH4 measurements. An earlier 
inversion from our group suggested that fugitive fossil fuel emissions increased from 2000-2008, contributing 
to the recent rise. Here we extend this study to year 2015 using the most recent NOAA Global Monitoring 
Division (GMD) CH4 measurements and available isotopic CH4 data along with a higher resolution version 
of the chemical transport model GEOS-Chem (2 degree by 2.5 degree). The higher resolution grid allowed 
us to extract more information from the observations due to the improved ability of the model to simulate 
CH4 at each station and the decreased need to aggregate neighboring stations. This in turn increased the 
error reduction between the a priori and posterior emissions leading to more accurate estimates of the 
retrieved fluxes and improved understanding of the drivers underlying the current atmospheric record.  
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Poster Session C 
 
Natalie Freeman University of Colorado Boulder natalie.freeman@colorado.edu 

Impact of Antarctic Polar Front variability on Southern Ocean biogeochemistry 

The Antarctic Polar Front (PF) is an important biogeochemical divide in the Southern Ocean. While 
excursions of the front from its mean position are small in regions where bottom topography shapes its 
circumpolar path, some areas have indeed experienced significant changes in PF location in recent 
decades. A few studies have linked variability and trends in location to large-scale modes of climate 
variability and changes in the wind field. Since the PF is associated with large-scale gradients in 
temperature, nutrients and distinct biological communities, migrations in the PF in response to a changing 
climate could cause changes in biological productivity and biogeography. Here, we use satellite estimates 
and high-resolution model output of sea surface temperature, chlorophyll-a concentration, particulate 
inorganic carbon concentration and plankton community structure to investigate and explain spatial and 
temporal variability in frontal position and its relationship to local biogeochemistry. 

 

 

 

 

Kimberly Huynh University of California, Berkeley kim.huynh@berkeley.edu 

Hydrodynamic transport of methane through the water column in wetlands 

Wetlands are the single largest source of methane emissions, but the underlying processes behind this flux 
is not yet fully understood. Typically, methane fluxes from wetlands have been attributed to ebullition 
(bubbling) and to transport through vegetation. However, a third major pathway--hydrodynamic 
transport--may be equally as important. The contributions to methane emissions by this stirring-driven 
process has only been inferred at a single site in the temperate Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. There, 
hydrodynamic transport accounted for approximately 30% of net fluxes overall, and more than than 50% at 
night. I will expand previous work on hydrodynamic transport by examining the fraction of methane 
emissions attributable to this process at a subtropical rice paddy site using two complementary techniques. 
The flux gradient technique is an experimental method that directly measures the methane flux by 
determining methane concentrations very close to the air-water interface. This method could calculate the 
methane flux while excluding plant-mediated fluxes. For validation, my results will be compared against the 
thin-film technique, an established method that infers methane flux, instead of directly measuring it. 
 
Thus far, my work has focused on developing the flux gradient technique and designing its appropriate tools. 
This summer, a field study in Stuttgart, Arkansas, will be conducted to reveal: (1) the fraction of total 
methane flux that is governed by hydrodynamics, (2) daily cycles in hydrodynamic fluxes, and (3) variation 
with canopy structure. Results will be used to advance predictions of atmospheric methane gas 
concentrations and could be foundational for developing methane management solutions. Closing this gap 
in knowledge is key to improving calculations of current global greenhouse gas emissions. 
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Marta Wolfshorndl University of Washington martaw@uw.edu 

Quantitative Measurements of Inorganic CaCO3 and Cultured Coral Nucleation Rates 

Coral reefs, a vital part of the ocean’s ecosystem, are threatened by changing oceanic conditions due mainly 
to anthropogenic climate change. In particulate, corals are sensitive to rising temperatures and an influx of 
CO2 causing the ocean to become more acidic. Coral are calcifying organisms, and their ability to form 
CaCO3 is dependent on the saturation state (Ω ) of the water, which in turn depends on the pH dependent 
concentration of CO3 in the ocean. Although preliminary studies have shown that more acidic conditions 
slow overall growth of coral species in culture, and it is further thought that corals can mitigate their 
response to increased acidic conditions, the mechanism of how this works is not yet known.  We propose to 
measure rates of coral nucleation, or the rate of crystal growth inside the skeleton, as a novel way to try to 
explore the chemical structure of the coral skeleton. In particular, our experiments will focus on 
understanding two competing effects on the overall nucleation rate:  acidity (lower Ω ) and thermodynamic 
favorability brought about by changing the chemical character of the nucleating surface. The experiments 
will include inorganic chemical deposition of CaCO3 crystals mixed in a flow cell under a photographic 
microscope to make time lapse videos of crystal growth. These measurements will provide an idealized 
version of nucleation rate, without the presence of the coral and any mitigation strategies they may use. We 
will then repeat these experiments with live coral in a specially built flow cell to compare to our idealized 
inorganic results. In both sets of experiments, we will manipulate Ω  and the nucleating surface to reveal the 
influence of both. These experiments will provide a more complex and mechanistic understanding of the 
effects of changing environmental and chemical conditions on the coral skeleton, and could provide 
solutions for managing coral reefs in a changing climate. 
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Session II: Paleoclimate 

Talks 
 
Margaret Valerio Simon Fraser University mvalerio@sfu.ca 

Exploring the Relationship Between Vertical Mixing, Overturning Circulation, and AABW Volume 
During the Last Glacial Maximum 

During the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), the deep ocean is understood to have stored roughly 70-90ppm of 
atmospheric CO2. Ocean circulation changes likely contributed to the ocean's increased ability to store 
carbon. In the Atlantic Ocean, North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) likely shoaled by at least 1000m, while 
Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) expanded below 2000m. AABW is also thought to have become poorly 
ventilated during the LGM, making it a stronger reservoir for carbon. Both paleo-environmental data and 
arguments for a strengthening of the biological pump during glacial periods support a weakening of 
overturning circulation, yet few modelling efforts have been able to reduce overturning while simulating 
AABW volume growth. One theory for this discrepancy is that a mechanism may be missing from models, 
whereby mixing between AABW and NADW reduces as the boundary between the two water masses 
shoals, either from increased stratification or increased distance from bottom topography. If so, upwelling 
would be reduced, allowing AABW to increase in volume without the need for increased overturning. This 
research addresses the relationship between vertical mixing, AABW volume, and overturning circulation 
using the UVic Earth System Climate Model with four different mixing parameterizations. The 
parameterizations include constant vertical diffusivity, a standard Bryan and Lewis scheme, a custom 
linearized version of the Bryan and Lewis scheme, and a tidal mixing scheme. The linearized Bryan and 
Lewis scheme is inspired by a topographically based mixing scheme of De Boer and Hogg (2014), which 
was able to increase AABW volume and residence time while decreasing overturning circulation in a 3-box 
model. The overturning circulation and water mass distribution will be analyzed and compared between 
model versions with different mixing schemes under both glacial and modern boundary conditions. 

 

Landon Burgener University of Washington lkb57@uw.edu 

Insights from paleosol proxies into seasonal climate variability in a greenhouse world 

Periods of sustained high mean global temperatures, or greenhouse climates, such as the Cretaceous 
Period (145-66 Ma) provide important reference frames for understanding modern anthropogenic climate 
change. Various terrestrial climate proxies from the Cretaceous have been interpreted as evidence of (1) 
high-latitude mean annual temperatures consistently above 0 °C, (2) reduced latitudinal temperature 
gradients, and (3) equable climates with little seasonal variations in temperature. However, climate models 
have largely failed to reproduce these observations unless parameters such as atmospheric CO2 
concentrations are set to unreasonable values. To help resolve this model-proxy disagreement, this study 
tests the hypothesis that the climate of the Late Cretaceous was equable using a suite of paleosol-based 
climate proxies to reconstruct mean annual temperature, mean summer soil temperature, and mean annual 
precipitation for three sites in Texas, Utah, and Montana, USA. At each site, paleosol horizons were 
identified and described, and both bulk soil and pedogenic (formed in soil) carbonate nodule samples were 
collected. Mean annual temperature and precipitation are reconstructed using the CIA-K and PWI 
geochemical indices methods. Mean summer temperatures are reconstructed from clumped isotope 
measurements of the sampled pedogenic nodules. Annual variability in surface temperatures is 
reconstructed by comparing the difference in mean annual and mean summer temperatures. By 
reconstructing annual climate variability across more than 20° of latitude, this study will create a detailed, 
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continental-scale reconstructing of Late Cretaceous terrestrial climate, which will serve as a foundation for 
both future studies of ancient greenhouse environments and future climate change. 

 

Tyler Hoecker University of Montana tyler.hoecker@umontana.edu 

Sensitivity of fire activity in subarctic Alaska to late-Holocene climate change  

The response of Arctic and subarctic systems to directional climate change is of growing concern because 
connections between the terrestrial biosphere and atmosphere in the high latitudes impose key feedbacks to 
global energy balance and climate. In Alaskan boreal forests, wildfire is the primary control of carbon and 
vegetation dynamics, and changing disturbance regimes have the potential to catalyze environmental 
change across this expansive biome. By investigating fire-regime variability and climate sensitivity over the 
last two millennia, this research characterizes late-Holocene fire activity across the Alaskan boreal forest 
and helps to anticipate the potential consequences of climate change for high-latitude forests. 
Millennial-scale fire history records from lake sediment cores have revealed sensitivity of fire regimes to 
climate in flammable regions of Alaska. However, the body of records suggests heterogeneity in fire-regime 
response to climate across space and time, and uncertainty in the connection between fire and climate at 
centennial timescales. To investigate fire-regime dynamics at intermediate scales, I synthesized 26 
published records from multiple boreal forest ecoregions, and add new records collected in June 2015 as 
they are developed. I quantify variability in the frequency of fire around individual lakes and regional biomass 
burning, and compare synchrony in fire activity dynamics across space and over the past 2000 years. 
Results suggest that regional biomass burning was generally responsive to centennial-scale climate, but 
sensitivity varies by ecoregion. The frequency of fire appears complacent to climate at this scale, suggesting 
changes in fire severity under warming. A lack of clear synchrony in fire activity within ecoregions points to 
broad climatic control of fire during the late Holocene, but regional vegetation dynamics will likely play a key 
role in fire-regime response into the future as climatic thresholds to burning are surpassed. 

 

Gloria Jimenez University of Arizona jimenezgloria@email.arizona.edu 

Galápagos corals reveal late twentieth century warming in the eastern equatorial Pacific 

The equatorial Pacific Ocean has an enormous influence on climate. However, climate models and 
instrumental datasets often disagree regarding the past and future behavior of sea surface temperatures 
(SSTs) there. The problem arises from a lack of continuous SST records in the eastern tropical Pacific, 
where most observational datasets began during the 1950s. My Ph.D. research uses the skeletal Sr/Ca ratio 
in corals from Wolf and Darwin Islands, in the northern Galápagos archipelago, to reconstruct SSTs, which 
allows me to create high-resolution records of SST that span decades to centuries. These records represent 
a significant advance because previous records from the southern Galápagos are discontinuous and 
overprinted by a strong local signal of upwelling water. In contrast, my northern Galápagos records are 
continuous and more representative of climate in the greater eastern equatorial Pacific.  
 
These unique records of SST have implications for major questions regarding the climatic history of the 
Eastern Pacific. They are some of the first that reflect long-term changes in the mean state of the Eastern 
Pacific, as well as both interannual- and decadal-scale variability due to the El Niño-Southern Oscillation and 
the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, respectively. Notably, these northern Galápagos records show an 
unprecedented warming trend beginning in 1976 that is likely related to climate change. Characterizing past 
Eastern Pacific climate will help us evaluate the effects of climate change on ocean currents, upwelling, and 
SST variability in the area, all of which greatly impact societies and natural ecosystems throughout the 
Pacific basin. Specifically, my results will help predict the effects of climate change on the Eastern Pacific by 
adding accurate SST data to climate models. They also support a hotly debated hypothesis that suggests 
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climate change is slowing atmospheric circulation over the Pacific, which would result in warming of Eastern 
Pacific SSTs. 

Poster Session A 
 
Julia Kelson University of Washington jrkelson@uw.edu 

Quantifying Climate Change During the Eocene In Continental North America 

The fact that climate is changing due to anthropogenic forcing is widely accepted by the scientific 
community, but the ability to quantitatively predict how global climate will respond to increased 
concentrations of atmospheric CO2 remains elusive. The Early-Eocene Climatic Optimum (EECO) was a 
period of relatively rapid warming that lasted from about 52 to 50 million years ago. This period of warming 
can be used as an analog to understand climate during greenhouse gas worlds. However, the climate 
change that occurred on land during the EECO remains poorly understood. My work uses multiple proxies 
on a sequence of ancient soils in Big Bend, TX, to produce a record with high temporal resolution of 
temperature, precipitation, and atmospheric CO2 throughout the EECO. Proxies employed include: 1) the 
bulk elemental compositions of soils, which can indicate mean annual temperature and precipitation amount, 
and 2) the clumped isotopic composition of pedogenic carbonate, which can indicate summer temperatures. 
I am working to constrain changes in seasonality of temperature and precipitation, as well as leads and lags 
between precipitation, temperature, and atmospheric CO2. These results will better inform our understanding 
of climate on the interior of continents during periods of warmth. 

Poster Session B 

Allison Keller University of California, Riverside akell002@ucr.edu 
 

Response of the biological carbon pump to long-term climate change and abrupt warming events 
through the late Paleocene and early Eocene 

The extreme warmth of the early Eocene was punctuated by numerous geologically rapid (<200 kyr) 
warming events. These hyperthermals are marked by negative δ13C excursions and dissolution of deep sea 
carbonates, suggesting they were driven by release of isotopically depleted carbon to the atmosphere and 
oceans, and thus may provide analogues for future climate driven by anthropogenic CO2 emissions. 
Reconstructing export production across long-term progressive warming and hyperthermals may provide 
insights into the sign and magnitude of the marine biological pump response to climatic warming – a major 
unknown in future climate projections. Here we present bulk carbonate δ13C, δ18O, and X-ray fluorescence 
measurements of barium/iron (Ba/Fe) and estimated wt% CaCO3 spanning the late Paleocene to early 
middle Eocene (~58 to 46 Ma) from Integrated Ocean Drilling Program Site U1409 offshore Newfoundland. 
Coupled negative excursions in δ13C and δ18O reveal numerous putative hyperthermals. The Ba/Fe 
abundance record shows peaks across many of these paired δ13C-δ18O excursions, while estimated wt% 
CaCO3 decreases. Our data thus reveal decreased carbonate accumulation at the onset of carbon-driven 
warming events, followed by inferred increases in organic carbon (Corg) export production shortly after each 
thermal maximum. At secular timescales, both Ba/Fe and wt% CaCO3 peak during the Early Eocene Climate 
Optimum (~50-52 Ma), and stay elevated until climatic cooling at the early-middle Eocene transition (~48 
Ma), suggesting both high Corg export production and carbonate export are linked with long-term global 
warmth. The results suggest a lagged increase in export productivity in response to global warming. 
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Jessica Wang University of California, Irvine jkwang1@uci.edu 

Late Holocene Southeast Asian Monsoon variability inferred from speleothems 

The Southeast Asian Monsoon (SEAM) is a part of the larger Asian Monsoon (AM) system and directly 
impacts the livelihood of millions of people in Southeast Asia by providing the essential water resources for 
food production. As a result, variability in SEAM has direct societal and economic implications. Future 
projections of SEAM variability from global circulation models have large uncertainties due to the limited 
duration of the SEAM observational record. Paleoclimate records obtained from proxies such as 
speleothems (mineral cave deposits formed from groundwater) have been beneficial in investigating 
monsoon changes. However, most efforts have focused on millennial-to-orbital timescales for the broader 
AM regions.  Annual to decadal SEAM variability over the past 2,000 years remains unresolved. The last two 
millennia represent the natural baseline on which anthropogenic climate change is superimposed on. For 
that reason, the development of high-resolution and precisely dated speleothem records from the Indochina 
region is crucial to constrain current climate models and to improve future projections of SEAM variability. 
The overarching goal of my research is to use new high-resolution and well-dated speleothem records from 
Southeast Asia to assess the response of SEAM to internal climate variability over the past 2,000 years.  I 
am combining (1) laboratory analyses to gain a deeper understanding of speleothem chemistry, (2) field 
work and in situ measurements necessary to identify changes in the cave environment, and (3) climate 
modeling and statistical analyses to ultimately synthesize different climate proxies to reconstruct 
spatiotemporal patterns of climate variability in Southeast Asia. The preliminary results of my project reveal 
significant decadal to centennial scale variability that may reflect SEAM response to changes in seasonal 
shifts in the Intertropical Convergence Zone and coupled climate modes, such as the El Niño-Southern 
Oscillation and Indian Ocean Dipole.  

 

 

Poster Session C 
 
Amanda Doremus University of Delaware adoremus@udel.edu 

Use of tree-ring proxy data at Easton Glacier, Mount Baker, Washington to assess phase changes 
of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation  

In the North Cascades Range of the Pacific Northwest, glaciers act as environmental indicators, responding 
to climate on multidecadal timescales. However, our understanding of the mass-balance responses of North 
Cascades glaciers to climate is hindered by the limited nature of regional historical data. This scarcity of 
data prohibits a comprehensive analysis of climate-driven changes in glacier mass-balance, especially in 
terms of natural variability encompassed in cycles of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). The above- and 
below-average precipitation resulting from this relatively newly identified oscillation impact the climate of the 
Pacific Northwest with 20-30 year phases. To improve our understanding of historical climate in the region, 
this study presents a proxy record of glacier mass balance, created through dendroclimatological analysis of 
Mountain Hemlock trees. Tree core samples were measured and analyzed to create a 246-year mass 
balance record of Easton Glacier, spanning from 1770-2015. This record correlates to known warm and cool 
phases of the PDO, specifically reflecting warm phases during 1925-1946 and 1977-mid 1990s, and cool 
phases during 1890-1924 and 1947-1976. The correlation between our proxy data and the PDO phases 
presents the opportunity for improved climate predictions in the future, which is increasingly important in the 
context of our currently changing climate. 
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Session III: Biosphere Interactions 

Talks 
Lane Johnston University of Delaware lanej@udel.edu 

Impact of future climate change conditions on the chemo- and electrosensory systems of 
temperate elasmobranchs 

Rapidly increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide emissions have resulted in the acidification of shallow 
oceans globally, which act as a sink for excess CO2. These emissions have also created a warming effect 
that is expected to increase sea surface temperatures, impacting associated organisms. Recent studies in 
tropical teleost fishes have demonstrated severe impairment to sensory function and behavioral 
abnormalities when treated with predicted levels of ocean acidification. Elasmobranchs (sharks, skates and 
rays) rely heavily on chemoreception to locate prey, find mates, avoid predators, and navigate through their 
environment. Their electrosensory system, the Ampullae of Lorenzini, is also important for prey tracking as it 
allows individuals to detect weak electrical stimuli in the marine environment. Here, we propose to 
investigate the impact that projected future CO2 and temperature levels will have on a temperate 
elasmobranch species: the smooth dogfish (Mustelus canis ).  Specifically, we aim to identify how changing 
ocean conditions will impact the chemical and electrical tracking behavior of juveniles when held in different 
diel fluctuating pCO2 conditions and elevated temperature treatments. Three different pCO2 treatments 
consisting of 1) end of century “business as usual” CO2  (mean 1000ppm), 2) mid century CO2 (mean 
750ppm) or 3) present day CO2 (410ppm) will be tested in isolation and then in conjunction with increased 
temperatures of 1.5° and 3° C greater than the decadal summer average. Juveniles, likely the most 
vulnerable life stage due to incomplete development and a larger surface area to volume ratio, will be tested 
for odor tracking and electrically stimulated behavior. Understanding the effects of ocean acidification on 
critical behaviors, such as prey tracking in large predators, can help determine the potential impacts of future 
ocean acidification on ecosystem function. 

 

Logan Berner Oregon State University logan.berner@oregonstate.edu 

Water limitations on forest productivity, biomass, and disturbance by bark beetles and wild fires 
across the western US (2003-2012) 

The western United States is expected to become progressively hotter and experience more severe 
droughts over the coming century in response to human greenhouse gas emissions, yet potential impacts of 
climate change on regional forests remain unclear. We quantified the magnitude of regional forest 
productivity, biomass, and mortality due to both bark beetles and fires from 2003-2012 by drawing on a 
broad suite of remote-sensing and field data sets. Additionally, we explored how these forest carbon stocks 
and fluxes varied with respect to climatological water availability. Forest biomass in this region accounted for 
13% of the national total and represented the carbon equivalent of approximately 2 years of national 
greenhouse gas emissions. Bark beetles killed around two times as much forest biomass as fires during this 
decade, with these disturbances together killing about 6% of the forest biomass present during the early 
2000s. Average forest biomass increased steadily with water availability across the region, while forest 
productivity initially increased with water availability, peaked, and then declined slightly in the wettest areas, 
apparently due to heavy cloud cover limiting photosynthetically active radiation. The rate of forest biomass 
mortality due to fire was relatively consistent across much of the regional hydroclimatic gradient, but 
declined sharply in the wettest areas. By comparison, the rate of biomass mortality due to bark beetles was 
low in the driest areas, peaked in moderately dry forests (e.g. Rocky Mountains), and then dropped to near 
zero in the wettest areas. These results provide baseline estimates of forest carbon stocks and fluxes 
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against which future changes can be compared and, additionally, illustrate the sensitivity of forest 
ecosystems in this region to changes in water availability, suggesting that future warming and drying could 
reduce forest biomass by affecting forest productivity and disturbance regimes, with important societal, 
ecological, and biogeophysical consequences.  

 

Ian Breckheimer University of Washington ibreckhe@u.washington.edu 

Climatically sheltered plant communities are no less vulnerable to species turnover under climate 
change 

The relationship between the exposure of ecosystems to climate change and their resistance to that change 
has not been rigorously evaluated for diverse communities at the spatial scales relevant to the management 
of protected lands. Measuring this relationship is important because potential impacts of climate change on 
ecosystems are a function of both their exposure to change and how that change impacts the persistence of 
resident species.  Here we examine the relationship between climate change exposure and community 
resistance to species turnover using a dense network of microclimate sensors, large-scale vegetation survey 
data, and a joint species distribution model, mapping the exposure and climatic resistance of forest plant 
communities across the large climate gradients of Mt. Rainier National Park, Washington USA. We found 
that climate change exposure and resistance were positively correlated, with the plant communities exposed 
to the largest magnitude of contemporary variation in daily temperatures also showing the greatest 
estimated resistance to future warming. This relationship implies that, in our landscape, sites that are 
microclimatically buffered (i.e. sites located in cold-air pools and deep forests) are no less vulnerable to 
species turnover with changes in regional climate, on average, than sites with the greater climate exposure. 
We suggest that identifying ecosystems at near-term risk of large climate-driven changes in structure or 
function will require fine-scale assessment of both their exposure to changes in climate and their resistance 
to change. This challenging task is rapidly becoming more feasible with advances in methods for mapping 
microclimates and for modeling climate-driven changes to ecological communities. 

 

Benjamin K. Mayala University of Notre Dame bmayala@nd.edu 
Modelling malaria and climate change in Tanzania – An Ensemble-based Species Distribution 
Model Approach 

Malaria is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality accounting for over 30% of the disease burden in 
Tanzania. Climate conditions such as precipitation, temperature, and relative humidity have substantial 
impact on malaria transmission. Species Distribution Modeling (SDM) is a useful tool to assess the potential 
geographical distribution of species. Its application in health sciences has focused more on the potential 
distribution of disease vectors. The uses of SDM to model the distribution of malaria with focus on presence 
human cases are limited in Tanzania. We employ the SDM approaches to predict the current distribution of 
malaria, estimating the population at-risk in Tanzania. We used malaria occurrence point data collated from 
community surveys, and published research, and other risk factors such as population density, normalized 
difference vegetation index (NDVI), climate, land use/cover, nutrition, wealth index and intervention predictor 
variables. Six SDM algorithms were adapted and the model was developed in R statistical computing 
environment. The population density was identified as the main drivers of malaria compared to the mean 
temperature of the wettest month, precipitation of the driest month and the precipitation of the warmest 
quarter. Models were combined for generating an ensemble prediction approach using R and ArcGIS. The 
results from individual SDMs depicted that almost the entire country is endemic for malaria, with spatial 
variation between districts whereas the ensemble model demonstrated a prediction area that surpassed the 
individual model outputs. The estimated current population at risk of malaria varied among the different 
model algorithms. The overall results from the ensemble model indicated that 11.18 million (24.83%) of the 
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current population in the country is estimated to be at high risk of malaria. About 8.6 million (19.18%) is 
estimated to be at low to medium risk of malaria.  

 

Poster Session A 
Lyda Harris University of Washington lyharris@uw.edu 

Impacts of microplastic and ocean warming on mussels in the Pacific Northwest 

Strong negative impacts of global environmental stressors are understood on an individual basis in many 
situations. It is increasingly evident, however, that multiple stressors need to be examined concurrently to 
understand the larger synergistic impacts anthropogenic perturbations may have on marine ecology. In 
marine systems, microplastics (plastic < 5mm) act as a sponge for persistent toxic chemicals and their 
impact on marine organisms is not fully understood. Occurring well above regulated levels, micropalstics 
and the toxins they contain pose a threat to coastal ecosystems, as well as to the productive shellfish 
industry in Washington State. Global stressors negatively affect the biomechanics, ecology, and health of 
important intertidal foundation species such as mussels. Mussels (Mytilus sp. ) are well-established 
bioindicators and demonstrate the ability to ingest microplastics and concentrate chemicals in soft tissues. In 
this study mussels are used as a model system to determine how microplastics and warm water 
temperatures, separately and concurrently, affect bivalve biomechanics and survival rate. A matrix of 
individual and multiple stressor mesocosm experiments will assess how microplastics and warm water 
temperatures affect mussel growth, shell strength, contamination, and survival under present and future 
ocean conditions and intertidal field comparisons in the Salish Sea will assess how mussel metrics vary 
between differing pollution levels and ocean conditions. Here we investigate the health of mussels as a 
function of microplastic uptake in the presence of varying levels of contamination and water temperatures. 
As water temperatures increase and microplastics become more prevalent it is vital to evaluate how 
bioindicator species respond to accurately predict how other organisms and the community will react. With 
these data, the rate of plastic contamination and mussel mortality under increasing stressors can be 
modeled, creating a key predictive tool for managing mussel metrics and the health of intertidal systems.  

 

Alexis Hoffman The Pennsylvania State University alh402@psu.edu 
Estimating the impact of mineral aerosols on crop yields 

A large number of food-insecure nations exist in regions of the world where dust play a large role in the 
climate system. While the impacts of common climate variables (e.g. temperature, precipitation, ozone, and 
carbon dioxide) on crop yields are relatively well-studied, the impact of mineral aerosols on crop yields have 
not yet been thoroughly investigated. The aim of this research is to develop the data and tools necessary to 
understand mineral aerosol impacts on crop yields in regions of the world that are food insecure.  
 
On large scales, dust may affect yields by altering the amount and type of radiation reaching the plant, 
altering local temperature and precipitation, or if dust emissions are local, by depleting the soil of nutrients or 
by defoliation via particle abrasion. We model the impact of dust on crop yields with statistical models 
because we are uncertain which impacts will dominate the response on national and regional scales 
considered in this study. In alignment with previous work, we develop a large number of statistical crop 
models using multiple linear regression, but build and improve upon this method with machine-learning 
techniques (e.g. random forests) in an effort improve crop yield prediction and isolate how dust may affect 
yields on the scales of interest. Additionally, we aim to force the new statistical crop models with data from 
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) to compare with previous food security analyses which 
use statistical cop models.  
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In order to perform such a comprehensive analysis we have developed a crop-climate dataset for maize, 
soybean, groundnut, sorghum, rice, and wheat for 35 nations in Africa. The application of the 
aforementioned machine-learning techniques to a large number of climate variables and composite climatic 
indices will highlight other possible ways in which dust may exert control on agricultural production. 

 

Jennifer Hsiao University of Washington ach315@uw.edu 

The role of temperature, humidity, and CO2 in crop yield projections under a changing climate 

Temperature, CO2 levels, and humidity each play a significant role in shaping the physiological responses of 
crops through a combination of tight-knit processes. These environmental factors not only form a complex 
physiological network within plants but also create an intricate relationship between plants and their 
surrounding environment. Under a globally changing climate, temperature and CO2 levels are expected to 
rise, further affecting atmospheric humidity through direct and indirect pathways. A warmer climate in 
regions where water supply is limited is often drier due to an increase in atmospheric water demand. On the 
other hand, an indirect effect on humidity can originate from vegetation-climate feedbacks under elevated 
CO2 levels, where stomatal closure limits the land-to-atmosphere water supply, resulting in a drier 
atmosphere. While the physiological impacts of temperature and CO2 levels on crops are relatively well 
understood, the relative importance of the embedded humidity factor that varies with the two is less certain, 
leading to further uncertainties when considering the interacting effect of temperature, humidity, and CO2 
levels. In this study, we aim to decompose the covarying relationship between temperature and humidity to 
understand the relative importance each has on physiology, growth, and crop yield. We further look at how 
rising atmospheric CO2 levels can influence the correlation between temperature and humidity, and the 
physiological processes the two partake. We use a crop simulation model developed and calibrated for 
maize plants (MAIZSIM) to understand the relative importance of temperature, humidity, and CO2 
concentrations on plant water relations throughout the growing season and final crop yield in four different 
agro-climate regions. Quantifying the relative importance each of these compounding factors has on crop 
growth and yield under different regions provides a better understanding of the significance each element 
holds when projecting vegetation responses to future climate conditions. 

 

Marlies Kovenock University of Washington kovenock@uw.edu 

Leaf structural acclimation amplifies simulated climate warming in response to elevated carbon 
dioxide. 

Vegetation modifies Earth’s climate by controlling the fluxes of energy, carbon, and water. Of critical 
importance is a better understanding of how vegetation responses to climate change will feedback on 
climate. Many plants undergo structural acclimations, or changes in shape, in response to elevated carbon 
dioxide in manipulation experiments. These structural acclimations can alter plant functioning -- changes in 
which, taken at the global scale, have been shown to dramatically impact climate. Yet, the climate impacts of 
plant structural acclimation remain to be tested and quantified. Here we show that one plant structural 
acclimation -- a one third increase in leaf mass per area in response to elevated carbon dioxide -- 
significantly impacts climate in earth system model experiments. Global net primary productivity decreases 
(-6PgC/yr), representing a flux of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere of similar magnitude to current annual 
fossil fuel emissions (8PgC/yr). Additional terrestrial warming (+0.3°C globally), especially of the northern 
extratropics (+0.4°C), results from reduced evapotranspiration and enhanced absorption of solar radiation at 
the surface. Structural acclimation drives the productivity and evapotranspiration declines through a 
decrease in leaf area, as greater leaf mass per area increases the cost of building leaf area and productivity 
fails to fully compensate. Our results suggest that plant structural acclimations, such as leaf mass per area, 
should be considered in climate projections and provide additional motivation for ecological and 
physiological experiments that determine plant responses to environment. 
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Alex Lowe University of Washington alowe70@uw.edu 

Oysters on grass: can eelgrass numb the pain of ocean acidification? 

Estuaries are among the most variable aquatic environments on earth, exhibiting large variation of 
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and pH over short time-scales. Global change can impact estuarine 
systems via influences on multiple environmental characteristics: altered precipitation or river diversion 
change freshwater input while warming and acidifying oceans affect the marine source. These 
environmental changes can affect the growth and survival of estuarine organisms by increasing 
physiological stress. Biotic interactions, however, can be facilitative, offering refuge from environmental 
stressors by ameliorating poor abiotic conditions. Eelgrass, Zostera marina, is an ecosystem engineer 
inhabiting estuaries worldwide that can alter hydrodynamics, physical structure, and dramatically change 
seawater pH in owing to its high photosynthetic rate. I tested the hypothesis that eelgrass ameliorates poor 
pH conditions experienced by both Ostrea lurida, the native oyster, and Crassostrea gigas, the introduced 
aquaculture oyster, along an estuarine gradient in Washington State. Oysters were deployed into patches of 
eelgrass and bare habitat at 3 locations along the estuarine gradient in Willapa Bay and Padilla Bay, WA. As 
hypothesized, both species of oyster grew less at the lower pH sites. Oyster growth exhibited a significant 
interaction among sites and habitat patches, indicating the facilitation effect of eelgrass is dependent on the 
environmental context. I will discuss the results of follow up experiments that 1) targeted the influence of 
eelgrass on oyster growth and 2) directly manipulated water chemistry in situ to quantify the contribution of 
low pH to reduced growth compared to other ecological factors. 

 

 

Scott Rinnan University of Washington rinnan@u.washington.edu 
Incorporating biological processes into species distribution models 

Species distribution models (SDMs) provide insight into how changes in the environment might shape a 
species' future habitat. While SDMs are effective at identifying a species' realized climatic niche, they fail to 
account for many basic ecological processes that also affect the distribution of a species, such as dispersal 
ability and interspecific interactions.  
 
I introduce a novel model framework that incorporates ecological parameters such as growth rate, carrying 
capacity, and dispersal ability with SDMs to yield predictions that more accurately reflect species' biological 
limitations. The model combines SDMs with discrete-time, continuous-space population dynamics to track 
geographic shifts in populations over time. I show how this framework can be generalized to multiple species 
while accounting for possible interaction effects, and apply it to a case study of competition between western 
hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii). The results suggest that many 
species are more vulnerable to climate change than predicted by traditional distribution modeling 
techniques. 
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Poster Session B 
 
Molly Ashur University of Delaware mashur@udel.edu 

Reef cleaner shrimp sensory behavior under expected ocean acidification conditions 

Recent research has shown that ocean acidification (OA) - the lowering of oceanic pH due to carbon dioxide 
influx from the atmosphere - affects the sensory capabilities of marine fishes. However, the effect of OA on 
marine invertebrate behavior is relatively unknown. Marine organisms use a variety of senses, including 
vision and olfaction, to observe their surroundings and make appropriate behavioral choices. The ability of 
an organism to detect and respond to predators is paramount for organism survival. Here, we investigate the 
effect of altered seawater chemistry on the behavior of coral banded shrimp (Stenopus hispidus ). In the reef 
environment, coral respiration and photosynthesis create significant diel fluctuations in the ambient 
concentration of CO2 . To reflect this in lab, the shrimp were kept in present-day (410ppm), medium CO2 , 
(750ppm) and high CO2 (1000ppm) conditions that fluctuated on a diel cycle. Throughout the experiment 
molting frequency and mortality rate were recorded, providing insight into the ability of reef shrimp to recover 
from the molting process and repair its structural defenses. Predator evasion behaviors of reef shrimp when 
presented with both chemical and visual cues were recorded at the conclusion of an 8-week exposure 
period to understand the impact of OA on inveterate sensory behavior. This study provides a better 
understanding of the effects of OA on the behavioral ecology of reef invertebrates by using coral banded 
shrimp as a model organism. In addition, cleaner shrimp are vital to a thriving reef community as they help 
remove parasites from fish, therefore understanding how they are affected by OA can give insights into the 
future health of the reef as a whole. 

 

 

 

Toni Klemm The University of Oklahoma toni@ou.edu 

Needs for Seasonal Climate Forecast Products for Winter Wheat Producers in the South-Central 
U.S. 

Agriculture is essential to global food security, but crop production can be severely impacted by drought, 
flood, and heat, as seen during the 2011 to 2014 drought and the 2015 excess spring rainfall across the 
United States Southern Great Plains. Seasonal climate forecasts (1 to 12 months lead-time) can reduce 
crop losses and stabilize commodity prices, diminishing the impacts of unseasonal climate for growers and 
consumers. However, studies have shown that existing forecasts don’t provide all the information farmers 
need and can be difficult to incorporate in agricultural decision-making, resulting in unprepared farmers who 
are unable to take full advantage of climate conditions. Using the Southern Great Plains as my study region, 
my dissertation is a 2-step, interdisciplinary approach towards developing tailored seasonal forecasts for 
farmers of winter wheat – the dominant grain crop in the region – by blending social research, meteorology, 
and spatial statistics. 
 
At GCC, I will present results from a recently completed survey of 130 agricultural advisors in Colorado, 
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas that show that:  
1) Strategic decisions, like crop selection or harvest timing, require derived information, such as deviation 
from average rainfall, chances for extreme rainfall, or consecutive days above 100ºF in addition to typically 
offered products such as seasonal temperature and precipitation forecasts; 
2) Some forecasts are not needed year-round because they only assist certain decisions; and  
3) Regional differences exist, following temperature and precipitation gradients. 
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These results can be used externally to optimize existing forecasts, but will also feed my ongoing work to 
statistically analyze seasonal climate forecast models. The goal is to assess the skill and accuracy of the 
models at different lead-times for the most requested forecast products within the study region. Preliminary 
results from this analysis should also be available by October. 

 
 
Marysa Laguë University of Washington mlague@uw.edu 

Idealized Land Modeling in CESM 
 
Land surface properties influence the atmosphere both locally and globally, by controlling the behavior of 
surface energy and water fluxes. Surface properties such as albedo, roughness, resistance to evaporation, 
and availability of groundwater vary seasonally, spatially, and across vegetation species. Changes in these 
parameters can influence surface temperatures and cloud cover, and can modify atmospheric circulation on 
both local and global scales. 
 
While land models are becoming increasingly complex, we yet lack a global understanding of (i) which land 
surface parameters have the greatest influence on the atmosphere, and (ii) where the atmosphere is most 
sensitive to changes in the land surface. To address this, we have created a simplified land model that can 
be coupled to the Community Earth System Model (CESM). 
 
This model allows us to individually modify land surface parameters in order to test the atmospheric 
sensitivity to given changes in the land surface - something that cannot be done in complex land surface 
models without breaking existing implicit assumptions and relationships within the model. Despite lacking 
many of the complex relationships present in modern land surface models, the idealized model does a 
remarkably good job at representing reasonable surface temperatures, both when forced offline and when 
coupled to a dynamic atmosphere.  
 
 

Caitlin Littlefield University of Washington clittlef@uw.edu 

Missed Connections: Tracking Climates through Time and Space to Predict Connectivity under 
Climate Change 

Increasing connectivity is an important strategy for facilitating species range shifts and, more broadly, 
conserving species diversity in a changing climate. Including future climate projections in efforts to target 
areas for increasing connectivity remains a significant, unresolved challenge. Here, we address that 
challenge by including the accessibility of future suitable climatic conditions in predicting landscape 
connectivity across western North America. Using historical climate datasets and future climate projections, 
we identified climate analogs and then modeled connectivity between them with a novel moving-window 
analysis based on electrical circuit theory while accounting for landscape permeability and 
empirically-derived dispersal capacities. Our results indicate that including future climate projections in 
modelling landscape connectivity substantially shifts and restricts important areas for movement to a smaller 
proportion of the landscape than when climate projections are not considered. Predicted net movement 
decreases in all ecoregions when climate projections are included, particularly when dispersal capacities are 
highly constrained. Furthermore, the relative importance of movement pathways changes when climatic 
change is modelled incrementally instead of in one time-step. Our results have important implications for 
conservation planning that seeks to facilitate successful species movement and hence the protection of 
biodiversity in a changing climate. 
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Gregory Quetin University of Washington gquetin@uw.edu 

Functional Constraints for Earth Systems Models from Satellite Observations of Surface 
Greenness and Climate 

Global vegetation is shaped by climate – the temperature, availability of water and strength of sunlight play a 
role in how vegetation function. Earth system models extend leaf scale models of vegetation function under 
environmental conditions to the globe using numerical models. We quantify the sensitivity of vegetation to 
interannual climate variability in both remote observations and Earth system models to understand the 
mechanisms that shape global vegetation function. Each year serves as an experiment where we can ask 
‘does the vegetation have more leaves during a warmer or wetter year?’. We show that the models generally 
agree with observations that the leaf area index (amount of leaves) increases during cooler and wetter years 
in very hot and dry climates. However, there is large disagreement in sign of sensitivity and magnitude 
between models and observations and between models and models in moderate temperatures and rainfall. 
In these places the models show disagreement in whether the vegetation should have more leaves in 
warmer or wetter years. We identify areas of disagreement across global climate using the output of carbon 
cycle Climate Model Intercomparison 5 (CMIP5) models, combined with remote sensing of leaf area index 
from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) combined with climate observations of 
temperature and precipitation. By comparing the climate regions with the largest disagreements in the 
sensitivity of vegetation to climate we show which processes can be improved (e.g. vegetation hydraulics, 
boundary layer coupling) in the Earth system models and what climates have the greatest discrepancies. 
Comparing interactions between the physical climate and the biosphere across observations and models will 
allow the community to improve future predictions of both the climate and the biosphere under a changing 
global climate. 

 

 

 

 

Sasha Seroy University of Washington sseroy@uw.edu 

Impacts of ocean acidification on growth and inducible defenses in a marine bryozoan 

Calcifying organisms in marine systems are experiencing environmental changes due to ocean acidification 
(OA), an increased oceanic uptake of atmospheric CO2. Previous studies have established that acidification 
often hinders calcification, however the potential of acidification to alter interactions between species is still 
poorly understood. The calcifying bryozoan, Membranipora membranacea  presents an informative model 
system to understand OA effects on species interactions. Membranipora , rapidly forms defensive chitinous 
spines upon the detection of the predatory nudibranch, Corambe steinbergae , which are effective in 
reducing predation.Spine formation is dependent on the growth of new calcified zooids. This project 
experimentally investigated effects of OA on bryozoan growth rates and nudibranch-induced spine formation 
in Membranipora , and uses the data to parameterize a size-structured model of bryozoan populations. 
Bryozoan colonies were divided and cultured in ambient or low pH treatments, with or without nudibranch 
cue. OA impacts on growth, mortality and spine formation in Membranipora  were assessed. The presence 
of nudibranchs reduced bryozoan growth rates in both ambient and low pH treatments. Contrary to 
hypothesized results, increased growth was observed in low pH treatments compared with ambient 
treatments. While there are general trends, there also appears to be high variability among colony response. 
The resulting model will be an empirically-based representation of bryozoan growth, parameterized using 
growth and mortality data, including predation and acidification effects, that scales up individual responses 
to population and community levels, and lends insight to how changes in inducible defenses under future 
oceanic conditions influence community dynamics. 
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Poster Session C 
 
Camrin Braun MIT/WHOI Joint Program in Oceanography cdbraun@mit.edu 

Creeping climate constraint: a case study of the north Atlantic’s pelagic predators 

Climate model predictions reveal regional declines in oceanic dissolved oxygen as one product of global 
climate change. Evidence suggests ongoing dissolved oxygen depletion and vertical expansion of oxygen 
minimum zones (OMZs) throughout much of the north Atlantic Ocean. OMZ shoaling may restrict the usable 
habitat of pelagic fishes to a narrow surface layer and spatially separate these predators with their 
mesopelagic prey. We use satellite archival tags to record the movements and dive behavior of 11 swordfish 
(Xiphias gladius ) and 8 bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus ) throughout the north Atlantic and implement 
generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs) to determine environmental drivers of habitat use. The most 
parsimonious variables describing habitat use by these species were used to generate habitat suitability 
predictions under changing climate scenarios. This modeling approach will help inform management of 
commercially important pelagic fish stocks as further expansion of the Atlantic OMZs, along with overfishing, 
may threaten the sustainability of these valuable pelagic fisheries and marine ecosystems. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sam Peters Emory University sam.peters@emory.edu 

Soil Green House Gas Emission Comparisons Between Traditional and Mulch Agricultural 
Systems 

Agricultural soil is a significant contributor to atmospheric greenhouse gases. Specific techniques need to be 
better understood to fortify future climate change mitigation policy. We are currently sampling and analyzing 
the trace soil gas fluxes of carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane of four different agricultural practices: 
traditional tilled, crimson clover cover crop, rye grass cover crop, and white clover living mulch. The cash 
crop for all of these techniques is corn. This research is being carried out at the J. Phil Campbell Sr. 
Research and Education Center in Watkinsville Georgia, where weekly sampling began in April and will 
continue through harvest in September. In the living mulch system, corn is planted into the cover crop of 
nitrogen-fixing white clover. The clover is alive year round, and largely replaces the need for fertilizer and 
pesticides. Living mulch has been shown to have numerous agricultural benefits from improved soil health to 
cleaner runoff. This method is of particular interest for our emissions research.  Preliminary results show that 
carbon dioxide fluxes are greatest in living mulch, indicating a larger carbon sequestration potential. 
Methane and nitrous oxide fluxes appear to be similar between techniques, with some insignificant 
decreases in nitrous oxide for living mulch. This project is an in-depth examination of the potential climate 
change mitigating effects of traditional and novel farming techniques, specifically living mulch. These results 
show how farming methods make large negative and positive impacts on greenhouse gas emissions of a 
farm, and should be taken into consideration when mitigation plans are discussed and implemented. 
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Meera Lee Sethi University of Washington meeralee@uw.edu 

Ripe for the Picking: Identifying Climate-Driven Phenological Shifts in the Fruiting Events of 
Montane Wildflowers 

Perennial wildflower species in montane meadows must complete their annual cycles of growth and 
reproduction during a brief snow-free window. Wildflower phenology (the timing of plant reproduction) is thus 
tightly coupled to the timing of snow disappearance at high altitudes, and many studies have shown that 
flowering time is shifting earlier with long-term climate warming. However, while flowering time is well 
studied, far less is known about climate controls of fruiting phenology. This analysis will capitalize on a 
dataset comprising six years of data on 48 wildflower species in Mount Rainier National Park. The study 
design captured enormous natural variability in climate; 70 plots located along an elevational gradient 
(1480m-1900m) and spanning three microtopography locations (ridge, slope and cove) were monitored with 
microclimate sensors. Plots were visited weekly throughout each growing season to score the presence and 
absence of each of six phenophases (e.g. flowers, ripe seeds). We are asking the following: Is either the 
timing of the transition between flowering and fruiting, or the duration of fruiting, influenced by climate factors 
(e.g. snow melt, growing degree days, and soil moisture)? We will also assess whether between-species 
variation in climate-sensitivity is predictable by plant traits (e.g. flowering time, abundance, range position). 
Preliminary results suggest that the timing and duration of fruiting, like flowering, show species-specific 
climate-sensitivities. Specifically, fruiting seems to be more sensitive to growing degree days than snow melt 
or soil moisture, but not all species respond to growing degree days uniformly. These findings have 
implications not only for plants themselves, but for wildlife communities that rely on fruits to sustain their life 
cycles. Specifically, the timing of fruit emergence may affect seed predation and dispersal rates by animals, 
and could have cascading effects on trophic relationships. 
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Session IV: Water, Ice and Snow 

Talks 
 

Ryan Crumley Oregon State University crumleyr@oregonstate.edu 

Analyzing Seasonal Snow Cover Frequency Using the MODIS/Terra Daily Snow Cover Product 
with Google Earth Engine in the Pacific Northwest and California 

New snow metrics are needed to characterize changing snow cover in a warming world. For this project, we 
compute the frequency of remotely sensed snow cover during the winter season, for each pixel in our 
maritime West Coast study region and explore spatio-temporal trends. Remote sensing of snow covered 
area using the MODIS/Terra Snow Cover Daily L3 500m (MOD10A1) product is now available to scientists 
using Google Earth Engine (GEE). GEE stores and provides access to a multi-petabyte catalog of satellite 
images for geospatial analysis, employing both Javascript and Python APIs. The MOD10A1 Snow Cover 
Product along with the GEE cloud computing infrastructure allows for regional to global-scale data 
processing to be performed quickly and efficiently, without having to download massive amounts of data. 
Specifically, the objectives are to: 1) calculate Snow Cover Frequency (SCF) from October to July over a 
16-year period (2001 to 2015) for the Cascades mountain range in Oregon and Washington and the Sierra 
Nevada mountain range in California; 2) evaluate multi-year trends; 3) disseminate the GEE scripts and 
code so that this processing can easily be readily reproduced for any location, geometry, or region on Earth. 
Snow Cover Frequency is computed as the number of times during the snow season that a pixel is snow 
covered divided by the number of valid observations for that pixel. Trends are computed using the 
Mann-Kendall statistic and are examined by region. The results of this research serve as a valuable tool for 
water managers and policy makers that rely on snow measurements for seasonal streamflow estimates and 
who would like to supplement the traditional metric of April 1 Snow Water Equivalent. 

 
 

Ben Pelto University of Northern British Columbia pelto@unbc.ca 

An Evaluation of Different Mass Balance Methodologies for Glaciers in the Columbia Basin, 
Canada 

The Columbia River Basin hosts 2300 alpine glaciers. These ice masses serve as freshwater reservoirs that 
release the greatest portion of meltwater during the late summer when seasonal snowpacks disappear. A 
better understanding of the pattern and rate of mass loss of these glaciers under current climate will improve 
our ability to predict the fate of these glaciers throughout the remainder of this century. Methods of 
measuring glacier mass balance that do not require site visits are necessary given the number, remoteness 
and aerial extent of Columbia Basin glaciers. Our study combines biannual, field-based measurements of 
glacier mass balance with seasonal LiDAR surveys to estimate the feasibility of airborne surveys for glacier 
mass change. Our findings to date suggest a close agreement between methods for 4 glaciers over 4 
seasons. We also discuss our approach to reduce the monitoring cost of glacier mass balance by combining 
biannual geodetic data collection with end-of-winter visits to a glacier.  Our technique offers the ability to 
significantly expand our coverage of mass balance data, allowing us to improve our understanding of current 
glaciological change, enabling better forecasting of the response of glaciers to climate change over the 21st 
century. 
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Chii-Yun Tsai Pennsylvania State University cxt334@psu.edu 

Assessing internal variability of climate variables as a driving force for ice sheet model 
simulations 

Rising sea level poses a major risk to human societies and coastal habitats and ice sheet melt is a major 
contributor to sea level rise. Thus, understanding uncertainty of forcing and variability within the climate 
system affecting ice sheet melt is essential for assessing its long-term risk. The predictability of polar climate 
is limited by uncertainties in the given forcing, the climate model response to this forcing, and the internal 
variability arising from feedbacks within the fully coupled climate system. Among those sources of 
uncertainty, the impact of internal variability on ice sheet changes has not yet been robustly assessed. Here 
we estimate how internal variability affects ice sheet projections using climate fields simulated from 
50-member Community Earth System Model (CESM) ensemble experiment with different initial conditions to 
force the three-dimensional ice sheet model. We find that some ensemble members show asymmetric trend 
of 2m air temperature variability over Greenland, which leads to different ice sheet responses. Our ice sheet 
model results indicate that using climate forcing fields of the CESM ensemble mean can significantly 
underestimate ice sheet melt compared to the melt using individual climate forcing fields from the 
50-member ensemble. In addition, the internal variability solely due to unforced variability from the fully 
coupled CESM can cause about 15mm sea level contribution differences in 2100 compared to present day. 
As the Arctic region becomes warmer, the role of internal variability is critical given the complex nonlinear 
interactions between surface temperature and ice sheet. Our results demonstrate that internal variability 
from coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model can affect ice sheet simulations. This highlights 
the urgent need to reassess associated uncertainties of projecting ice sheet loss in the next few centuries to 
obtain robust estimates of contribution of ice sheet melt to sea-level rise. 

 

 
Christopher Horvat Harvard University horvat@fas.harvard.edu 

Increase in the frequency and spread of sub-ice phytoplankton blooms in the Arctic Ocean.  

Phytoplankton are a fundamental component of Earth's oceanic ecosystem and carbon cycle. These 
photosynthetic organisms inhabit the upper layers of the sunlit ocean, converting carbon dioxide into the 
organic compounds that sustain oceanic life. As sea ice is optically thick and has a high albedo, regions 
underneath sea ice have been considered inhospitable for photosynthetic life, a paradigm that was 
overthrown in 2011 due to the observation of a ``massive" phytoplankton bloom underneath a region of the 
Arctic fully covered by sea ice. The question of how impactful, and how frequent, such events are is still 
open. To address this, and also to consider the impact on Arctic ecology and Earth's carbon cycle, we 
develop a critical depth model for the initiation of light-limited blooms under sea ice in the Arctic Ocean to 
examine the changing potential for these blooms over the past 30 years, incorporating the light-transmitting 
properties of melt ponds. We find that in the modern Arctic, sub-ice blooms are not atypical: over the last 
decade, conditions that permit sub-ice blooms have existed over nearly one third of the Arctic region in July. 
It is possible, then, that the amount of primary production and carbon fixation occurring in the Arctic Ocean 
has been underestimated by an order of magnitude or more. 
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Poster Session A 
Karl Lapo University of Washington lapo.karl@gmail.com 

The need for including surface temperature in land-model evaluations 

In hydrology, equifinality, arriving at the same simulated quantities through models with widely varying 
representations of physical processes, is one of the major constraints on our ability to robustly predict future 
changes of the land surface. Land surface models (LSMs) with different representations of physical 
processes are able recreate observations with generally similar levels of fidelity. However, when these 
models are used to predict the future states of the land surface, modeled states diverge. This divergence 
degrades our understanding of current and future energy and water cycles. 
We demonstrate that equifinality is partly a consequence of the observations used to evaluate LSMs. LSMs 
are typically evaluated against observations like run-off or snow water equivalent. The problem with 
comparing LSMs to these types of observations is that there are so many processes influencing variables 
like runoff, that we are systematically predisposed to have equifinality. 
A major reason these sorts of evaluations facilitate equifinality is that they allow compensating errors 
between forcing data, parameter values, and process representations since the observations contain limited 
information on the surface energy balance (SEB). Physically-based LSMs balance the energy absorbed 
from the atmosphere by adjusting the surface temperature (Ts), partitioning energy into outgoing longwave, 
turbulence, and changing storage terms. Consequentially, Ts is the prognostic state variable of the SEB. 
Our results show that errors in the representation of the SEB are identifiable through Ts. Evaluating models 
with Ts allows us to directly assess the modeled SEB, yielding unique information that traditional evaluations 
lack. Ts is relatively cheap and simple to observe and can be easily added to most observation sites.  This 
state variable has been largely underutilized by the land-surface community and we argue for its inclusion in 
future studies. 

 

Renato Rahal Oklahoma State University renatorahal@hotmail.com 

Precipitation and Streamflow Responses to Climate Variability in the Arkansas River and Red 
River Basin 
Climate variability and its effects on streamflow can cause significant natural and economic impacts. To 
facilitate management and planning of water resources, it is important to study how streamflow and 
precipitation respond to large-scale patterns of climate. The Arkansas/Red River Basin features a steep 
east-west precipitation gradient ranging from 380 to 1420 mm of annual total precipitation, therefore extreme 
effects of climate can unfold differently across the gradient. Precipitation in the basin is dominated by 
decadal-scale cycles of “wet” and “dry” periods primarily controlled by large-scale phenomena such as the 
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO). However, at a 
watershed level, it is not well known how streamflow responds to precipitation in each phase of the oceanic 
patterns along the precipitation gradient.In 16 watersheds across the basin, PDO and AMO indices were 
correlated with precipitation. Based on long-term data, effects of PDO phases on precipitation, streamflow 
and evapotranspiration were analyzed in each watershed from 1932 to 2014. Annual total precipitation was 
significantly correlated with the PDO in the east and in three central watersheds. From negative to positive 
PDO, annual total precipitation increased by 20.5, 16.6 and 0.9% while streamflow increased by 50.4, 52 
and 2.7% in the west, center and east respectively. Increase in precipitation, on average, resulted in 2.8 
times increase in streamflow in west and center. AMO was significantly correlated with annual precipitation 
in three east watersheds. 
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Danielle Touma Stanford University detouma@stanford.edu 

The spatial contiguity of extreme rainfall over the US 

The spatial characteristics of extreme precipitation over an area can define the hydrologic response in a 
basin, subsequently affecting the flood risk in the region. Here, we examine the spatial extent of extreme 
precipitation in the US by defining its “footprint”: a contiguous area of rainfall exceeding a certain threshold 
(e.g., 90th percentile) on a given day. We first characterize the climatology of extreme rainfall footprint sizes 
across the US from 1980-2015 using Daymet, a high-resolution observational gridded rainfall dataset. We 
find that there are distinct regional and seasonal differences in average footprint sizes of extreme daily 
rainfall. In the winter, the Midwest boasts footprints exceeding 500,000 sq. km while the Front Range 
exhibits footprints of 10,000 sq. km. Alternatively, the summer average footprint size is generally smaller and 
more uniform across the US, ranging from 10,000 sq. km in the Southwest to 100,000 sq. km in Montana 
and North Dakota. Moreover, we find that there are some significant increasing trends of average footprint 
size between 1980-2015, specifically in the Southwest in the winter and the Northeast in the spring. While 
gridded daily rainfall datasets allow for a practical framework in calculating footprint size, this calculation 
heavily depends on the interpolation methods that have been used in creating the dataset. Therefore, we 
assess footprint size using the GHCN-Daily station network and use geostatistical methods to define 
footprints of extreme rainfall directly from station data. Compared to the findings from Daymet, preliminary 
results using this method show fewer small daily footprint sizes over the US while large footprints are of 
similar number and magnitude to Daymet. Overall, defining the spatial characteristics of extreme rainfall as 
well as observed and expected changes in these characteristics allows us to better understand the 
hydrologic response to extreme rainfall and how to better characterize flood risks. 

 

Poster Session B 
 
Naomi Goldenson University of Washington ngoldens@uw.edu 

Historical variability across scales: circulation and snowpack 

Projected changes to climate in the Northwest depend heavily on changes to global circulation, and the 
interaction of a number of processes on different time and spatial scales. The El Niño Southern Oscillation 
(ENSO), which contributes strongly to interannual variability, together with changes to the jet stream, and 
extreme events will all influence not just temperature and precipitation, but also snowpack and shifts in 
seasonality that contribute to climate impacts in the region. 

I study these processes using a multi-scale modeling framework: the Model for Prediction Across Scales 
(MPAS) paired with atmospheric physics from the Community Atmosphere Model - version 5 (CAM5), and 
the Community Land Model (CLM). It’s telescoping Voronoi mesh allows us to run a global atmosphere-land 
model with higher resolution in our region of interest. We resolve all of the topography of Western North 
America at 30km horizontal resolution. 

I’ll show the results of a historical simulation (with prescribed historical sea surface temperatures), and what 
we can learn about temperature, precipitation, and snowpack. In particular we’ll consider variability in 
snowpack, at different sub-regions and elevation bands. I’ll also include a discussion of atmospheric river 
frequency. Results will be compared with the Community Earth System Model (CESM) Atmosphere Model 
Intercomparison Project (AMIP) simulation. Finally, I’ll discuss internal variability, the influence of the jet 
stream, and how this informs what we expect to see in the future. 
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Furrukh Bashir University of Arizona furrukhbashir@email.arizona.edu 

The Karakoram Anomaly Demystified  

The mountain ranges of the Hindukush, Karakoram, and Himalaya (HKH) are known as the Third Pole of our 
planet as they host world's largest glaciers outside the Polar Regions. Moreover, these lofty mountain 
ranges are also called Water Towers for the region, as hundreds of millions of people satisfy their water 
needs from snow and glacier melt contributed by these high-altitude watersheds. With the increase in the 
global temperature, glaciers are reported retreating globally, However, some of the glaciers are reported as 
surging and with positive mass balance, and some are fond at least stable in the Karakoram mountain 
range, especially since the 1990s. This phenomenon is reported as The Karakoram Anomaly. The previous 
efforts to investigate the reasons and causes of the Karakoram Anomaly are limited to the quantification of 
temperature, precipitation and runoff only. However, for the very first time, additional in-situ observed 
quantities such as morning and afternoon temperature, cloud cover fraction, near-surface wind speed, 
humidity, net radiation and the surface pressure, along with upper atmospheric variables are analyzed 
quantitatively. It is found that the reasons and causes of the establishment of the Karakoram Anomaly can 
be explained more effectively in the light of new information. Moreover, it is also found the observed and 
reanalysis gridded products do not capture the true signal of the climate change in HKH region. Therefore, 
the scientific community is advised to be careful in the usage of these datasets for HKH region, especially 
when adopting them as truth. 

 

Poster Session C 
 
David Lilien University of Washington dal22@uw.edu 

Effects of melt and buttressing on the recent speedup of Smith Glacier 

Antarctic ice flows from the interior of the continent to the margins in arborescent patterns of rapid flow 
known as ice streams. These ice streams generally go afloat and transition to ice shelves where they reach 
the ocean. Ice shelves are important for ice sheet dynamics and thus sea level rise because of their effects 
on the flow of upstream ice; friction between ice shelves and the walls of their embayments provide back 
stress, termed buttressing, which leads to reduced velocity of upstream ice. Loss of this buttressing through 
mechanical effects such as rifting i.e. cracks penetrating the full thickness of the ice shelf, or diminished 
contact area due to increased melt, will lead to acceleration that may propagate hundreds of kilometers 
upstream into grounded ice. 
 
Smith Glacier and the corresponding Crosson and Dotson Ice Shelves constitute a large, rapidly changing 
system in West Antarctica. In the past two decades, Crosson Ice Shelf has doubled in speed and this 
acceleration has propagated more than 50km upstream into Smith Glacier’s grounded ice. This acceleration 
was coincident with increased rifting over Crosson Ice shelf, and a presumed increase in basal melt induced 
by greater contact with warm circumpolar deep water. We use a numerical model of this system to 
investigate the effects of differing melt forcing and buttressing on the evolution of the system over the past 
two decades. We use a number of remotely sensed datasets to initialize the model then simulate the 
dynamics of the system over the course of the satellite record. We compare results to the subsequent 
velocity measurements to compare the effect of different processes on the acceleration and stability of 
grounded and floating ice. 
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Diana Gergel University of Washington gergel@uw.edu 

Evaluating land-surface model treatment of frozen soils in the Arctic  

Seasonally frozen soil and permafrost cover a significant portion of the land surface in the Arctic. Warming 
temperatures and the added effects of Arctic amplification are already altering the seasonal cycle of frozen 
soils and decreasing the areal extent of permafrost. This is projected to have effects on other aspects of the 
land-surface as well as feedback on the atmosphere. Land surface models vary in their treatment of frozen 
soils. The Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model, a macroscale, semi-distributed land surface model, 
uses either an approximate soil temperature profile or a finite difference solution that takes soil ice content 
into account. However, a systematic evaluation of VIC’s treatment of frozen soils has not been conducted to 
date. In this study, we use VIC 5.0, a new version of VIC that can be coupled to atmosphere models as well 
as fully coupled earth system models, such as the Regional Arctic System Model (RASM). We run VIC 5.0 in 
RASM with prescribed atmospheric forcings to simulate soil temperatures over the pan-Arctic domain. We 
compare these simulations with previous RASM simulations that used VIC 4.2. If time allows, we will also 
compare to fully coupled RASM simulations with VIC 5.0 and to soil temperature observations. We will use 
this knowledge to further our understanding of modeling frozen soils over the pan-Arctic domain and 
improve fully coupled simulations of Arctic climate. 
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Session V: Human Dimensions of Climate Change 

Talks 
 
David Munson Texas A&M University dmunson@tamu.edu 

“Not a Nilometer, But a Realometer”: Thoreau and the Rhetoric of Observation 

"I often visited a particular plant four or five miles distant, half a dozen times within a fortnight, that I might 
know exactly when it opened." 
—Henry David Thoreau 
 
Henry David Thoreau, recognized by many as the father of “environmentalism,” is remembered for his love 
of nature and “obsessive observation” of plant and wildlife during his two-year stay at Walden Pond, near 
Concord, Massachusetts. While many people value Thoreau for his poetic writing and transcendentalism, 
there are those scholars who have come to appreciate his observations for its impact on how to better 
understand the effects of global warming. Wen Stephenson’s five-part series in Slate, “Walking Home from 
Walden,” provides engaging essays about walking around Walden woods and reflecting on climate change. 
Likewise, Richard Primack’s book, Walden Warming, investigates the shocking changes in Concord—such 
as the increase in storms and floods, the rise of diseases carried by mosquitos, the decline of salamanders, 
and even direct effects on humans, such as “the slowing times of the Boston Marathon”—as temperature 
rises. According to Michelle Nijhuis, Thoreau’s observations reveal that “plants are reacting to temperature 
change more dramatically than short-distance migratory birds, suggesting that climate change could divide 
plants from their pollinators.” As Julio Betancourt puts it, “Thoreau, and those that came after him, made a 
decision to make these observations, and to make them routine.” The lesson these individuals have drawn 
from Thoreau’s example is that the task of observing climate change is “almost always a heroic effort by 
individuals,” and will require a “Thoreauvian stubbornness” in order to “fine-tune future environmental 
restoration efforts.” Thus, the purpose of this paper is to analyze Henry David Thoreau’s political and 
rhetorical impact on the field of climate study through the lens of his most esteemed book, Walden, and how 
it is used to better understand the effects of global warming and to inspire other scientists to build a “national 
network of observers” to collect data on today’s “signs of the seasons.” 

 

Andrea Willingham University of Oregon awilling@uoregon.edu 

Swimming Upstream: Exploring Traditional Ecological Knowledge, Science, and Climate Change 
through Environmental Communication 

Successfully understanding and responding to the effects of climate change in Alaska requires more than 
just scientific studies. It calls for strong collaboration between the natural sciences and Local and Traditional 
Ecological Knowledge (LEK and TEK). The observations, awareness, and the collective memory of 
environmental conditions held by local laypeople can offer valuable insight into changes taking place, just as 
much as can scientific research. However, these ways of knowing are of little use if not communicated 
effectively. This research will use a case study of the Copper River Chinook salmon fishery as a starting 
point to begin to unravel the relationship between LEK, TEK, and Western science. The fishery is managed 
through a partnership between the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the Eyak tribe of Cordova, 
AK, and serves as a unique example of TEK and science working together. This study seeks to first explore 
the extent and nature of TEK and LEK related to climate change in Cordova; and secondly, to understand 
the degree to which this knowledge is being communicated between identified groups (local scientists, the 
indigenous community, and the non-indigenous lay community). Participant observation, interviews, film, 
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and photography will be used to produce a documentary that explores how the communication of scientific, 
local, and traditional knowledge can support the resources and cultural traditions eroding in the wake of 
Alaska’s changing natural - and human - climate. 

 

 

Meredith Kurz University of Delaware mkurz@udel.edu 

Valuing Carbon Sequestration in Mid-Atlantic Back-Barrier Wetlands 

The most rapidly disappearing set of barrier islands on the Atlantic coast are those which protect the 
Mid-Atlantic states, particularly along the Delmarva Peninsula. These islands are each associated with 
back-barrier salt marshes. One ecosystem service provided by these marshes is the sequestration of 
carbon. When the plants which make up the salt marsh die, the organic matter is likely to become trapped in 
the relatively anoxic waters. As a result, the soil associated with salt marshes is fairly carbon-rich; this 
carbon is referred to as “blue carbon.” 
 
As these barrier islands are lost or migrate due to relative sea level rise and other processes, the salt 
marshes behind the islands are usually drowned. Growing evidence suggests that the stored carbon is then 
released. In addition, the ongoing ability to capture more carbon in the future is lost. Our goal is to estimate 
the present value of this ecosystem service, and compare it to the cost of preserving the marshes.  
We are using existing GIS data which maps Mid-Atlantic barrier islands and back-barrier wetlands to 
estimate acreage of threatened wetlands. We quantify the amount of carbon stored in the wetland soils 
based on field data, and use the rate of carbon capture to estimate the flow of carbon sequestration over 
time. Finally, we use the social cost of carbon to find the present value of current and future carbon 
sequestration in the entire Mid-Atlantic. These results will go on to be used in an overarching economic 
decision model intended for policymakers. Preliminary results indicate the cost of releasing currently stored 
carbon will be measured in millions of USD. We predict that in some cases, the cost to society of allowing 
the loss of some of these islands and marshes will outweigh the cost of preserving the systems. 

 

 

Kristi Backe North Carolina State University kbacke@ncsu.edu 

Managing urban forests across a range of thermal conditions: what can we learn from municipal 
tree inventories? 

Cities are typically warmer than surrounding natural areas and can be used as models for testing 
hypotheses about how species respond to increased temperatures. Previous research has demonstrated 
that red maple (Acer rubrum) and willow oak (Quercus phellos) trees have more severe pest problems and 
are in worse condition in areas of intense urban warming. If these tree species should thus be avoided in the 
hottest parts of cities and/or in cities in general as the climate warms, what should be planted instead? Here, 
we use municipal tree inventories to determine which tree species are most sensitive, or most resilient, to 
urban warming in multiple cities across the southeast United States. We attempt to generalize our results by 
considering which tree traits (e.g., geographic origin) are predictive of a tree species’ tolerance of urban 
warming. Our initial results indicate interspecific variation in tree responses to urban warming and can be 
used to develop planting guidelines for matching trees to thermal environments where they are most likely to 
thrive. Such guidelines are useful for managing urban forests presently and are relevant to predicting 
responses of rural forests to global climate change. 
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Poster Session A 
 
Geoff Martin Emory University geoff.martin@emory.edu 

From Taking Action to Blocking Action: What Determines State’s Climate Policies? 

The recent United Nations climate summit COP 21 and the accord associated with it necessitate the action 
for reducing carbon emissions in the United States and in the world. In the U.S., states have historically 
been the primary drivers of climate change policy. To date, all climate-related policies in the U.S. have been 
implemented at the state level.The recent stay of the federally mandated Clean Power Plan (CPP) could 
further necessitate a bottom-up approach to U.S. climate policy. While states have designed many 
innovative policies addressing emissions from the electricity-generating sector, there is a lack of research on 
what results in effective policies on plant-level CO2 emissions. There is a dire need for a better 
understanding of what constitutes effective policies for reducing carbon emissions at the state level to fill this 
knowledge gap. 
 
There are two key objectives in this study. The first objective is to determine which policies are effective in 
reducing plant-level CO2 emissions in the United States. This first analysis will allow me to characterize 
policies into “effective” policies, which I determine as those that significantly decrease carbon emissions 
from power plants, and “ineffective” policies, which I define as the opposite. The second objective of this 
project is to identify what motivates states to adopt climate-related policies that are effective, ineffective, or 
that attempt to block climate action. As an example of what blocks climate action at the state level, I am 
particularly interested in understanding what factors can explain the recent decisions of several states to sue 
the EPA over the Clean Power Plan. Knowing what state-specific factors predict the implementation of 
effective climate policy, versus the implementation of ineffective climate policy or policy that blocks action on 
climate change is essential for decision makers pushing for smart climate policy. 

 

Sunmin Park University of California Riverside spark092@ucr.edu 

Global premature mortality due to changes in fine particulate matter under future climate change 

Climate change modulates concentration of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) via modifying atmospheric 
circulation and the hydrological cycle. Furthermore, surface PM2.5 is significantly associated with respiratory 
diseases and premature mortality. In this study, we assess the response of PM2.5 concentration to climate 
change in the future (end of 21st century) and its effects on year of life lost (YLL) and premature mortality. 
We use outputs from five models participating in the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model 
Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) to evaluate climate change effects on PM2.5: for present climate with 
current aerosol emissions and greenhouse gas concentrations, and for future climate, also with present-day 
aerosol emissions, but with end-of-the century greenhouse gas concentrations, sea surface temperatures 
and sea-ice.  The results show that climate change is associated with an increase in PM2.5 concentration. 
Combined with global population data from the United Nation (UN), we also find an increase in premature 
mortality and YLL.  
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Poster Session B 
 

Tse-Chun Chen University of Maryland b96209017@gmail.com 

Population, Inequality, and Resource-Use: 
Modeling Sustainability Requires Bidirectional Coupling of the Earth and Human Systems. 

Over the last two centuries, the impact of the Human System has grown dramatically, becoming strongly 
dominant within the Earth System in many different ways. Consumption, inequality, and population have 
increased extremely fast, especially since about 1950, threatening to overwhelm the many critical functions 
and ecosystems of the Earth System. Changes in the Earth System, in turn, have important feedback effects 
on the Human System, with costly and potentially serious consequences. However, current models do not 
incorporate these critical feedbacks. We argue that in order to understand the dynamics of either system, 
Earth System Models must be coupled with Human System Models through bidirectional couplings 
representing the positive, negative, and delayed feedbacks that exist in the real systems. In particular, key 
Human System variables, such as demographics, inequality, economic growth, and migration, are not 
coupled with the Earth System but are instead driven by exogenous estimates, such as UN population 
projections. This makes current models likely to miss important feedbacks in the real Earth-Human system, 
especially those that may result in unexpected or counterintuitive outcomes, and thus requiring different 
policy interventions from current models. The importance and imminence of sustainability challenges, the 
dominant role of the Human System in the Earth System, and the essential roles the Earth System plays for 
the Human System, all call for collaboration of earth scientists, social scientists, and engineers in 
multidisciplinary research and modeling to develop coupled Earth-Human system models for devising 
effective science-based policies and measures to benefit current and future generations. 

 

Anne-Marie Hutter University of Waterloo akhutter@uwaterloo.ca 

Economic Valuation of Wetlands for Flood Attenuation:Mississauga, Ontario Project 

Wetlands have the potential to make communities more resilient to flooding events induced by climate 
change by providing flood storage, storm surge buffers and erosion control (in addition to other benefits 
including water quality improvements and wildlife habitat). It is expected that climate change will have 
pronounced effects on the hydrological cycle, therefore increasing precipitation and runoff over time. The 
rapid growth of cities has resulted in surface water flooding becoming an increasing hazard and future 
climate change uncertainties may exacerbate this threat: the protection and restoration of wetland 
ecosystems are important in the function of trapping and slowly releasing surface water, rain and flood 
waters. Urban areas are vulnerable to downstream flooding, where wetlands are valuable in counteracting 
the greatly increased rate and volume of surface-water runoff from pavement and buildings. Thus economic 
valuation from the stand-point of flood damages avoided brings an important angle to the body of knowledge 
that aims to highlight wetlands’ ecological benefits. This study, executed by the Intact Centre on Climate 
Adaptation at the University of Waterloo (Ontario, Canada) considered the wetland site of Mississauga 
(Ontario, Canada), where wetlands were modeled to show flood depth, duration and velocity impacts on the 
nearby communities. A range of rainfall and wetland loss/restoration scenarios were analyzed for the site. 
The flood damages avoided were evaluated for a range of property types and municipal infrastructure 
assets, such as roads, rail, culverts and bridges where applicable. It is concluded that wetlands can make a 
substantial contribution towards urban resilience as part of an integrated approach to managing extreme 
storms. This will be of interest to urban planners and designers considering the implementation of integrated 
flood risk management. 
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Poster Session C 
 
Elisa Bonnin University of Washington ebonnin@uw.edu 

Games as a Tool for Climate Outreach  

Video games are a pervasive element of modern culture, with approximately 50% of Americans playing at 
least one type of video game (including mobile, console, TV, or computer games) on a semi-regular basis 
and roughly 10% of American adults considering themselves ‘gamers’ . As a result, games represent a new 
frontier for science communication and education, particularly with regards to complex issues such as 
climate change. EarthGames, a group based at the University of Washington, creates games that educates 
players on the ecological and social consequences of climate change, while at the same time showcasing 
mitigation and adaptation techniques. Through participating in events such as regular Climate Game Jams 
and competitions such as Games for Change “Climate Challenge”, EarthGames pushes the boundaries of 
science communication by providing varying audiences with scientifically accurate facts about climate 
change and its consequences in a novel and exciting way, with the intent to inspire action and social 
change. Under the EarthGames banner, we have combined storytelling and game design techniques with 
scientific knowledge to create games such as AdaptNation, a board game about climate change adaptation, 
Save the Pikas, a city-builder that illustrates real techniques that can be used to reduce carbon footprint, 
Climate Quest, a short educational game about climate change adaptation, EcoQuest Trivia Challenge, a 
trivia game featuring climate-themed questions, Infrared Rescue, a short action game where the player 
plays an infrared ray trying to avoid greenhouse gases to escape the atmosphere, and Water Ways, a 
humorous text-based adventure game that uses a time-traveling water molecule to teach players about 
environmental and climate issues throughout history. These games offer new and creative ways to teach 
climate science to audiences that range from elementary school children under a teacher’s supervision to 
college students and adults looking for games to play in their free time.  

 

Alexandria Herdt Texas Tech University alexandria.herdt@ttu.edu 

Urban Microclimate Monitoring in Seoul, Korea: Fine Scale Summer Heating along the Cheonggye 
Stream Renewal Project 

The city of Seoul is the 6th most densely populated city in the world, and has a growing metropolitan area. 
The increasing density has enhanced the urban heat island (UHI) effect over the last four decades. This UHI 
along with projected warming over the coming century will cause heightened energy use and human heat 
stress. Changes to the built environment can provide heat adaptation strategies and improve urban 
sustainability, helping human health and the economy of the city. The highest surface and air temperatures 
are commonly found at very fine scales (from the touch scale of 1cm, to a human scale of 1m). Quantifying 
the complex urban environment at human scales of exposures with mobile and place-based measurements 
is needed to generate a new evidence-base to guide climate adaptation in large, growing cities. Seoul’s 
restoration of the Cheonggye stream in the city center provides such an opportunity using natural surfaces, 
water, and vegetation. Fine-scale intra-urban surface and air temperatures (Ta), radiant heat load, wind 
speed, and relative humidity were analyzed along transect routes both directly adjacent to the lowered 
stream and on the upper streets, as well as extending into the city, during ‘tropical’ synoptic weather type 
days in the summer of 2016 in Seoul, South Korea. Five bioclimatically distinct microclimates were also 
analyzed in a stationary fashion along the stream. Human thermal comfort (TC) was modeled using the 
COMFA energy budget (EB) model and the Wet Bulb Globe Thermometer (WBGT) Index. Results 
demonstrate an average increase of 0.9°C in Ta when moving away from the stream to the inner-city, with 
human EBs and overall heat stress being more closely correlated to incoming solar radiation than to Ta. An 
average EB and WBGT difference of 16.9 W m-2 and 0.9°C, respectively, is found between the lower and 
upper transect routes. Additionally, of the five distinct environments, the environment in full sun with 
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vegetation had the highest average Ta (33.1°C) and was the least thermally comfortable (EB = 68.2 W m-2, 
WBGT = 29.0°C), with the full shade environment providing the greatest comfort. Shade also played a large 
role in decreasing the surface temperatures and WBGT. A growing number of studies have found that 
manmade and natural open water bodies influence the microclimate of urban areas through both 
evaporative cooling and the support of urban green space. However, the Cheonggye stream, characterized 
as a small stream with low-lying vegetation, had only a small effect in urban heat mitigation, with shade 
(whether along the street or stream) playing a larger role in comfort on hot, humid days. This study provides 
evidence for bioclimatic design recommendations for landscape architects and urban planners, which can be 
applied in densely populated cities for human-scale heat stress mitigation as a form of climate change 
adaptation. 
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Session VI: Oceans: Dynamics & Interactions 

Talks 
Cael Barry MIT/WHOI snail@mit.edu 

The ocean's saltiness and its overturning 

I take a broad perspective on one of the key oceanographic variables and ask: does the global ocean 
circulation depend on the ocean being salty - and if so, how? Extensive discussion continues on how 
variations  in salinity affect oceanic flow; the mean  salinity can also impact these flows because the equation 
of state is nonlinear. Using a coarse-grained ocean circulation model, I explore how the global circulation — 
and thus the modern climate —fundamentally depends on the mean salinity. I show that the strength of the 
Antlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) increases with the ocean's mean salinity, while the 
Pacific Meridional Overturning Circulation (PMOC) weakens with increasing salinity; the relative strength of 
these circulations structures oceanic meridional heat transport in the Northern Hemisphere. I discuss how 
simple physical arguments explain these dependencies. 

 

Nan-Hsun Chi University of Washington nhchi@uw.edu 

Variability of heat and salinity budget in the surface ocean in Central Equatorial Indian Ocean 

The oceanic surface mixed layer heat and salinity budget are evaluated during Madden–Julian Oscillation 
(MJO) events in the central equatorial Indian Ocean. As part of the DYNAMO field campaign (September 
2011 – January 2012), three MJO events were recorded at the mooring site, 0°S 79°E. The surface mixed 
layer cools down during MJO wet phases and warms up during MJO dry phases. The mixed layer salinity 
generally increases (at a rate of +0.5 psu/month) in fall until the arrival of a strong MJO wet phase in late 
November 2011. It is then followed by a month of large salinity variation with amplitude of ~0.4 psu by the 
southward propagating inertial gravity waves.  
 
Both the atmosphere-ocean interactions at the sea surface and the internal oceanic variabilities play 
important parts in regulating the mixed layer heat and salinity on intraseasonal time scales. The surface heat 
flux and, sometimes the oceanic turbulent heat flux at the base of the mixed layer, dominate the variation of 
the mixed layer heat content. As for the salinity variation, the surface fresh water flux and horizontal 
advective flux are evenly matched and compete against each other. In addition, the turbulent salinity flux at 
the base of mixed layer is nontrivial and generally entraining saltier water to the mixed layer; therefore, 
resulting in a gradual increase of mixed layer salinity.  
 
The central equatorial Indian Ocean is an interesting area where warm-salty meets the cold-fresh water 
masses with a semiannual eastward zonal jet centered at the equator during monsoon transitional seasons 
(boreal spring and fall). Together with the quasi-permanent barrier layer in fall, it reveals the complexities of 
oceanic dynamics of the surface ocean at central equatorial Indian Ocean. 

 

Tsubasa Kohyama University of Washington kohyama@uw.edu 

La Niña-like mean-state response to global warming and potential oceanic roles 

In global warming experiments, the majority of the models that participate in the Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 warm faster in the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean than the west. 
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GFDL-ESM2M is an exception among the state-of-the-art global climate models in that the equatorial Pacific 
sea surface temperature (SST) in the west warms faster than in the east. In this model, the Walker 
circulation strengthens in response to warming, and the centennial changes of the teleconnection patterns 
exhibit some common features with those of observed interannual La Niña events. This study explores 
whether this La Niña-like trend could be an equally or more reasonable response compared to trend 
patterns in other models. Specifically, GFDL-ESM2G, which differs from GFDL-ESM2M only in the oceanic 
components yet warms without a clear zonal SST gradient, and HadGEM2-CC, which exhibits a warming 
pattern that resembles the multi-model mean, are used to discuss some potentially important oceanic roles. 
A robust observed correlation between the zonal SST gradient and the amplitude of the El Niño Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO) is shown to be reproduced well by GFDL-ESM2M but not by the other two models. In 
GFDL-ESM2M, the diffusivity is large and the thermal stratification weak in the upper equatorial Pacific 
Ocean, which may cause the weakening ENSO amplitude and the La Niña-like mean-state change with 
warming. Another possible mechanism for yielding the La Niña-like trend is that the anomalously cold 
equatorial upwelling water may have roots in the weak polar amplification of GFDL-ESM2M. 

 

Shineng Hu Yale University shineng.hu@yale.edu 

The weak El Niño of 2014 and the extreme El Niño of 2015: why are they different and how are they 
connected? 

The El Niño-Southern Oscillation dominates interannual climate variability in the tropical Pacific, and has 
far-reaching global impacts on weather, fishery, and economy. At the beginning of 2015, as one year earlier 
in 2014, the scientific community anticipated that El Niño conditions could develop in the tropical Pacific by 
year-end. Such projections were related to the occurrence of westerly wind bursts during winter-spring of 
each year that generated strong downwelling Kelvin waves indicative of an emerging El Niño. However, the 
event’s progression quickly stalled in 2014, but actively continued in 2015, leading to an extreme warm 
event (comparable to 1997 or 1982).  
 
Here, we compare climate evolutions during these two years using satellite observations and numerical 
simulations. We find that a key difference between the developments is the fate of the positive Bjerknes 
feedback. During 2014 this feedback was interrupted mid-year by an exceptionally strong easterly wind 
burst, whereas during the second year it persisted through the summer. Moreover, the failed 2014 event 
created favorable conditions for El Niño development in the following year, as it kept ocean heat content 
recharged and the warm pool expanded eastward. Subsequently, the winter-spring westerly wind bursts in 
2015 were followed later in the year by a series of state-dependent westerly bursts as part of the Bjerknes 
feedback. Analogue simulations with a coupled GCM wherein we superimpose sequences of westerly and 
easterly wind bursts support these conclusions, stressing the role of the failed 2014 event in preconditioning 
the ocean for the development of an extreme El Niño. Thus, the interplay between westerly and easterly 
wind bursts is an important factor shaping El Niño development and diversity.  

 

Poster Session A 
 
Leah Johnson University of Washington leahjohn@uw.edu 

Small Fronts, Big Impact 

Gradients of density that make up the ocean’s climate are not smooth and continuous, but consist of many 
smaller sharper density jumps, known as fronts. Dynamics associated with these features rearrange 
buoyancy and stratify the upper ocean as lighter, less dense water slides on top of the neighboring heavier 
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water. These dynamics stratify one front locally, but the prevalence of smaller fronts in the surface ocean 
suggests their influence on large scale stratification, with direct implications for ocean-atmosphere heat and 
gas exchange, biology and general ocean circulation. My previous work took a global approach to assess 
the importance of these fronts on upper ocean stratification, suggesting they impact 30% of the global 
oceans. Now, this work will zoom in to follow one single small density front as it slumps and thereby stratifies 
the mixed layer. The data was collected as a neutrally buoyant, subsurface Lagrangian float placed in the 
center of the front was surveyed by a ship towing a Triaxus undulating profiler, providing high-resolution, 4-D 
sampling of the velocity and scalar fields surrounding the float. This dataset will provide context to discuss 
the role of instabilities, wind and advection responsible for the frontal tilting and stratification and the 
implications on the distribution of heat, salt, chemistry and biology. Finally, we will zoom back out to discuss 
the complex interaction between these smaller scale processes and their larger scale impact on the global 
oceans.  

 

Bor-Ting Jong Columbia University borting@ldeo.columbia.edu 

El Nino's Impact on California precipitation 

California, one of the largest economies in the world, has experienced severe drought in recent years, 
posing great challenges to agricultural production and water managements. El Niño, as the prime sources of 
seasonal to interannual climate predictability, offers the potential alleviation of drought in California. Here, El 
Niño’s impacts on California winter precipitation are examined, using observations for the period of 
1901-2010. My preliminary results show that El Niño’s influence on California precipitation strengthens from 
early to late winter and is stronger in the south than in the north. Eight of ten moderate-to-strong El Niño in 
late winter put southern California in the wettest tercile and none of these ten events put northern California 
in the driest tercile. The 1982/83 and 1997/98 El Niños, the two strongest ones since 1901, both brought 
over 200% of the climatological winter precipitation to California in the late winters. However, the current 
2015/16 El Niño, as one of the strongest events in recent history, didn't bring extra precipitation to California 
as expectation based on the model forecast, especially in southern California. In fact, not only California 
experienced an unexpected winter, Washington State, which typically dries out during El Niño winter, 
suffered from one of its rainiest winters on record. This wet north-dry south pattern across western North 
America is actually a typical La Niña pattern. Why is this El Niño event different from the previous two strong 
ones? Why did the model fail to predict the precipitation over western North America? Also, what is the key 
factor of El Niño that controls California winter precipitation? These problems will also be addressed in this 
research. The improved understanding of El Niño’s impact on precipitation can benefit not only the seasonal 
forecasting for California, but also the impacts of teleconnection across the globe triggered by El Niño.  

 

Giovanni Liguori Georgia Institute of technology giovanni.liguori@gmail.com 

The role of the Meridional Mode in ENSO under greenhouse forcing 

The Pacific Meridional Mode (MM) is a coupled ocean-atmosphere mode of variability that is recognized as 
an important precursor of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and its different flavors, the Eastern and 
Central Pacific. Recent study suggests that the coupling between the MM and ENSO is increasing under 
greenhouse forcing. Using 30 simulations with the Community Earth System Model at 1° spatial resolution 
over the period 1920-2100 (CESM1 Large Ensemble) we explore the dynamics controlling the MM activity 
and its coupling to ENSO diversity under a greenhouse forcing scenario. The CESM1 Large Ensemble 
shows that the equatorial variance increases significantly under greenhouse forcing, with a tendency for 
frequent large-amplitude (>2°C anomalies) El Niño events in the central tropical Pacific. We show that these 
changes in ENSO statistics are linked to the changing character of the MM under greenhouse forcing. 

Lance Rayborn SUNY Albany lrayborn@albany.edu 
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Robust effects of ocean heat uptake on radiative feedback and subtropical cloud cover: a study 
using radiative kernels 

Transient climate change depends on both radiative forcing and ocean heat uptake. A substantial fraction of 
the inter-model spread in transient warming under future emission scenarios can be attributed to differences 
in “efficacy” of ocean heat uptake (suppression of surface warming per unit energy flux into the deep oceans 
relative to CO2 forcing). Previous studies have suggested that this efficacy depends strongly on the spatial 
pattern of ocean heat uptake. Rose et al. (2014) studied this dependence in an ensemble of aquaplanet 
simulations with prescribed ocean heat uptake, and found large differences in model responses to high 
versus low latitude uptake. In this study we use radiative kernel analysis to accurately partition these 
responses into feedbacks associated with temperature, water vapor and clouds. We find large and robust 
differences in both clear-sky longwave feedbacks and shortwave cloud feedbacks, with high-latitude uptake 
exciting substantially more positive feedback (higher efficacy) than low-latitude uptake. A particularly 
surprising result is the robustness across several independent GCMs of the differences in subtropical low 
cloud feedback (positive under high-latitude uptake, strongly negative under tropical uptake). We trace these 
robust differences to thermodynamic constraints associated with lower-tropospheric stability and boundary 
layer moisture. Our results imply that global cloud feedback under global warming may be partly modulated 
by ocean heat uptake. Improved modeling of regional ocean processes (which set the spatial pattern of heat 
uptake) may thus lead to narrowing the uncertainty in transient climate response. 

 

 

Matthew Woelfle University of Washington woelfle@atmos.washington.edu 

Sensitivity of Pacific Cold Tongue and Double-ITCZ bias to Convective Parameterization 

Many global climate models struggle to accurately simulate annual mean precipitation and sea surface 
temperature (SST) fields in the tropical Pacific basin. Precipitation biases are dominated by the double 
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) bias where models exhibit precipitation maximums straddling the 
equator while only a single Northern Hemispheric maximum exists in observations. The major SST bias is 
the enhancement of the equatorial cold tongue. A series of coupled model simulations are used to 
investigate the sensitivity of the bias development to convective parameterization. Model components are 
initialized independently prior to coupling to allow analysis of the transient response of the system directly 
following coupling. 
 
These experiments show precipitation and SST patterns to be sensitive to convective parameterization. 
Simulations in which the deep convective parameterization is disabled forcing all convection to be resolved 
by the shallow convection parameterization showed a degradation in both the cold tongue and double-ITCZ 
biases as precipitation becomes focused into off-equatorial regions of local SST maximums. Simulations 
using superparameterization in place of traditional cloud parameterizations showed a reduced cold tongue 
bias at the expense of additional precipitation biases. The equatorial SST responses to changes in 
convective parameterization are driven by changes in near equatorial zonal wind stress. While no significant 
improvement is seen in these simulations of the double-ITCZ, the system’s sensitivity to these changes 
reaffirm that improved convective parameterizations may provide an avenue for improving simulations of 
tropical Pacific precipitation and SST. 
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Poster Session B 
 

Tachanat Bhatrasataponkul Florida State University tachanat@coaps.fsu.edu 

Subsurface Ocean Response to the Cold Blob over the Subpolar North Atlantic 

The cold blob has persisted over the subpolar North Atlantic since early 2014 until now. This on-going 
anomalously cooling spot draws considerable attention against the present-day record-breaking global 
temperature under the warming climate. Although the origin of the persisting cold blob has still remained an 
open question, understanding the subsurface ocean response and feedback is crucial to predicting its 
long-term consequences. Initial examination from Argo temperature and salinity profiles reveals that show 
the cooling and freshening trends in the upper ocean are penetrating deeper over 1000m in association with 
the warmer and saltier layers at mid depths below (1000-2000m). This feature dampens the vertical heat 
fluxes from the deeper ocean and results in the positive feedback for the cold blob to persist. Other possible 
mechanisms including surface air-sea heat fluxes, advection, convection, and Ekman upwelling are also 
investigated and further discussed in details using a combination of surface flux products and hindcast 
simulation with 1/12° HYCOM.  

 

Brian Green Massachusetts Institute of Technology   brianmg@mit.edu 

The Tropical Ocean and the ITCZ Position in a Simplified Coupled Model 

The position of the global ITCZ has been tied to the atmosphere’s hemispheric energy balance in both 
observations and climate models of varying complexity, residing in the hemisphere that is most strongly 
heated by radiation and surface turbulent energy fluxes. Here we show that, by virtue of its ability to 
transport large amounts of heat from one hemisphere to the other, the ocean’s sub-tropical cells (STCs) play 
a previously underappreciated role in setting the ITCZ position. By forcing a simple “aquaplanet” 
atmosphere-ocean GCM with an inter-hemispheric contrast in planetary albedo, we find that the ITCZ shifts 
by roughly a factor of four less when the ocean circulation is allowed to adjust as compared to cases where 
it’s energy transport is held fixed. The response of the tropical ocean circulation, and its associated 
cross-equatorial energy transport, is coupled to the atmosphere above by the surface winds associated with 
the Hadley cells. This mechanical coupling between the tropical ocean and atmosphere circulations makes 
the nature of the response insensitive to the type of forcing – a shift in the Hadley cells is always 
accompanied by a shift in the STCs.  Our results imply a significantly reduced sensitivity of the ITCZ position 
to inter-hemispheric forcing, with important implications for interpreting past and future changes in tropical 
rainfall.  

 

Hillary Scannell University of Washington scanh@uw.edu 

Seasonal Mixed Layer Heat Budget in the Southeast Tropical Atlantic  

We analyze a mixed layer heat budget at 6ºS, 8ºE from a moored buoy of the Prediction and Research 
Moored Array in the Atlantic (PIRATA) to better understand the causes of seasonal mixed layer temperature 
variability in the southeast tropical Atlantic. This region is of interest because it is susceptible to warm biases 
in coupled global climate models and has historically been poorly sampled. Previous work suggests that 
thermodynamic changes in both latent heat loss and absorbed solar radiation dominate mixed layer 
properties away from the equator in the tropical Atlantic, while advection and entrainment are more 
important near the equator. Changes in mixed layer salinity can also influence temperature through the 
formation of barrier layers and density gradients. Freshwater flux from the Congo River, migration of the 
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Intertropical Convergence Zone and advection of water masses are considered important contributors to 
mixed layer salinity variability in our study region. We analyze ocean temperature, salinity and 
meteorological data beginning in 2013 using buoy, Argo, and satellite platforms to study how seasonal 
temperature variability in the mixed layer is influenced by air-sea interactions and ocean dynamics.  

 

Poster Session C 
 
Dillon Amaya University of California, San Diego djamaya@ucsd.edu 

WES and the Atlantic Meridional Mode: observations and CMIP5 comparisons 

The Atlantic Meridional Mode (AMM) is the dominant mode of tropical SST/wind coupled variability. 
Modeling studies have implicated wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback as the primary driver of the AMM’s 
evolution across the Atlantic basin; however, a robust coupling of the SST and winds has not been shown 
observationally. This study examines observed AMM growth, propagation, and decay as a result of WES 
interactions. Investigation of a lagged maximum covariance analysis shows that boreal wintertime 
atmospheric forcing generates positive SST anomalies (SSTA) through a reduction surface evaporative 
cooling. When the AMM peaks in magnitude during spring and summer, upward latent heat flux anomalies 
occur over the warmest SSTs and act to dampen the initial forcing. In contrast, on the southwestward edge 
of the SSTA, SST-forced cross-equatorial flow reduces the strength of the climatological trade winds and 
provides an anomalous latent heat flux into the ocean, which causes southwestward propagation of the 
initial atmosphere-forced SSTA through WES dynamics. Additionally, the lead-lag relationship of the ocean 
and atmosphere indicates a transition from an atmosphere-forcing-ocean regime in the northern subtropics 
to a highly coupled regime in the northern tropics that is not observed in the southern hemisphere. CMIP5 
models poorly simulate the latitudinal transition from a one-way interaction to a two-way feedback, which 
may explain why they struggle to reproduce observed coupled interactions between tropical Atlantic SST 
and winds. This analysis provides valuable insight on how meridional modes act as links between 
extratropical and tropical variability and focuses future research aimed at improving climate model 
simulations.  

 

Jeremy Klavans University of Miami jklavans@rsmas.miami.edu 
 

The Contribution of Ocean Dynamics to Inter-annual North Atlantic Climate Variability 

Variability in the North Atlantic basin is a major feature of the global climate; oscillations in this region can 
influence weather across North America and Eurasia. Recent work suggests that multi-decadal variability in 
this basin may be an expression of atmospheric noise, rather a direct response to changing ocean currents. 
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) describes one mode of variability in this basin. The literature considers 
the NAO to be primarily driven by dynamical processes inherent to the atmosphere. We will evaluate this 
hypothesis using a hierarchy of climate models, extending from a general circulation model (GCM) over a 
slab-ocean aquaplanet to a fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM. This approach will allow us to identify 
and isolate the precise role the ocean plays, if any, in modulating the NAO. Further, this paper will 
demonstrate the utility of model hierarchies for understanding modes of climate variability.  
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Paige Logan University of Washington paige.logan13@gmail.com 

The Alaskan Stream: Zonal Evolution of Structure and Transport Quantified with Argo Data 

The Alaskan Stream (AS) flows west-southwestward along the south side of Alaska and the Aleutian Island 
Arc; a western boundary current at the northern edge of the North Pacific subpolar gyre. The Argo float array 
has improved sampling of the Gulf of Alaska, allowing quantification of AS zonal evolution at 5° longitude 
intervals from 140°W to 175°W. Geostrophic along-shore transport of the AS in the upper 1000 dbar 
referenced to an assumed level of no motion at 1000 dbar shows little change from east to west. However, 
along-shore transports of absolute geostrophic transports in the top 2000 dbar (obtained by combining 
1000-dbar velocities from float displacements with the geostrophic velocity fields) generally increase to the 
west. We estimate full-depth transports by fitting a barotropic and the first two baroclinic modes calculated 
from a climatology to the absolute geostrophic velocities in the upper 2000 dbar and applying the velocities 
from these fits from 2000 dbar to the ocean bottom. Flowing west from its formation region at 140°W–145°W 
the full-depth AS becomes stronger, more barotropic, and also narrower once it reaches ~160°W, with 
along-shore transports increasing from -16 Sv at 140°W to -33 Sv to 175°W. Mean concentrations of 
nutrient-rich Pacific Equatorial Water (PEW) in the AS decrease from 18% to 8% between 140°W and 
175°W. However, the volume transport of PEW by the AS exhibits little change over the PEW density range 
between these longitudes. This implies that most of the PEW in the AS does not enter the Bering Sea over 
this longitudinal range, which may have important implications downstream for fisheries and deep water 
formation in the Sea of Okhotsk. 

 

Giuliana Viglione California Institute of Technology gviglion@caltech.edu 

A Lagrangian Study of Upwelling and Air-Sea Equilibrium in the Southern Ocean 

The Southern Ocean is one of the key regions in which surface waters are subducted and deep waters 
ventilated. Once surface waters are brought down into the deep ocean, their properties are highly 
conserved, since they are no longer subject to direct forcing.  Thus, a thorough understanding of the 
mechanisms and time scales of subduction and upwelling is critical to modeling the transport of dissolved 
gases and nutrients on a global scale. Of particular importance is the uptake of carbon dioxide by the ocean. 
The ocean is able to mitigate the effects of climate change by absorbing 25-30% of 
anthropogenically-released carbon dioxide annually. With more than 40% of this carbon entering the ocean 
south of 40°S (Sallée et al., 2012), it is clear that understanding the pathways of subduction in the Southern 
Ocean is key to modeling future climate change. 
 
In this work, virtual Lagrangian drifters are released around the Southern Ocean and isopycnally advected 
forward in time using global climate model output.  Drifter trajectories are tracked and instances of 
outcropping into and subduction out of the mixed layer recorded.  From this, a mixed layer residence time is 
constructed that allows the examination of the extent to which waters can equilibrate carbon dioxide with the 
atmosphere before being drawn down into the deep ocean.  It is found that waters are unlikely to uptake 
carbon to their full capacity before being subducted.  Furthermore, topography appears to play a leading 
order role in setting the exchange of waters between the surface and deep ocean.  As a result, a traditional 
two-dimensional picture of the overturning circulation is not able to adequately describe water mass 
exchange. 
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Session VII: Atmosphere: Dynamics, Clouds & 
Chemistry 

Talks 
 
Sam Pennypacker University of Washington spenny@uw.edu 

Exploring the Impact of Land Use Change on an Idealized Convective Boundary Layer and the 
Initial Microphysics of Shallow Cumulus Clouds  

Despite being less routinely studied than their marine counterparts, continental shallow cumulus clouds are 
important players in the surface energy budget and mass transport between the boundary layer and free 
atmosphere. One of the primary mechanisms through which humans are thought to perturb clouds is 
through aerosol effects on cloud microphysics. However, the cloud microphysical parameters most important 
for understanding cloud radiative properties are also partially controlled by the convective dynamics of the 
cloud, particularly the updraft speed. Shallow cumulus clouds are rooted in convective boundary layer 
dynamics, which are in turn sensitive to energy fluxes at the land surface. Therefore, land use changes that 
alter the surface energy budget open up new pathways for anthropogenic perturbations to boundary layer 
cloud properties. The effects of several land use change scenarios on the convective boundary layer are 
explored in a coupled land surface-mixed layer model. The model is initialized and validated with 
representative observations over the explored vegetation types. We then focus on instances where the 
boundary height exceeds the condensation level for a mixed-layer parcel, thus allowing the possibility of 
cloud formation in this framework. These conditions are used to force a one-dimensional parcel model to the 
effect of land surface changes on the range of possible supersaturation conditions and initial microphysical 
properties of idealized shallow cumulus clouds.  

 

Kathleen Schiro UCLA kschiro@atmos.ucla.edu 

Controls on Deep Convection over the Amazon: A Comparison to the Tropical Western Pacific 

Tropical deep convection and the underlying processes that drive it are poorly understood and modeled in 
the tropics; this is particularly true over the continental tropics, as observational datasets have thus far been 
insufficient for model constraint. The motivation for this work is to better understand the physical 
relationships between deep convection and the large-scale convective environment and to quantify these 
relationships statistically to improve climate model representation of precipitation processes. This research 
tests and extends a theoretical framework which draws parallels between critical phase transitions in 
statistical mechanics and a non-linear increase in precipitation as a function of column water vapor (CWV), 
using two years of data from the DOE Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Mobile Facility in 
Manacapuru, BR from the GOAmazon campaign. Precipitation in the Amazon conditionally averaged by 
CWV exhibits a sharp transition to deep convection as it approaches a critical value of CWV; at this same 
value, there is a sharp decrease in the frequency of occurrence of observed CWV values, as is anticipated 
from theoretical considerations of critical phenomena. Analyses of thermodynamic fields in the vertical show 
that the CWV-precipitation relationship largely reflects the contribution of moisture variability in the lower free 
troposphere to conditional instability; the relationship can thus be used to constrain this necessary 
dependence in climate models in a new way, presenting a solution to a long-standing challenge in the 
modeling community. Furthermore, comparing results from the Amazon to those from the tropical western 
Pacific reveals additional controls unique to deep convection over tropical land that contribute to conditional 
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instability. Overall, this work directly supports the creation of diagnostic tools to identify model deficiencies in 
accurately simulating tropical precipitation. 

 

Wenwen Kong University of California, Berkeley  wenwen.kong@berkeley.edu 

Seasonal Transitions and the Westerly Jet in the Holocene East Asian Summer Monsoon 

The Holocene East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) evolution was previously characterized as a trend 
towards weaker monsoon intensity paced by orbital insolation. Here, we demonstrate that this evolution is 
more accurately characterized as changes in the transition timing and duration of the EASM seasonal 
stages (Spring, pre Mei-Yu, Mei-Yu, Summer), and tied to the north-south displacement of the westerlies 
relative to Tibet. To this end, we employ atmospheric general circulation model time-slice simulations across 
the Holocene. Self-organizing maps applied to rainfall are used to objectively identify the transition timing 
and duration of the EASM seasonal stages. 
 
Compared to the late Holocene, we find an earlier onset of Mei-Yu and an earlier transition from Mei-Yu to 
Summer in the early-mid Holocene, resulting in a shortened Mei-Yu and prolonged Summer stage. These 
changes are accompanied by an earlier northward positioning of the westerlies relative to Tibet. Invoking 
changes to seasonal transitions also provides a more satisfactory explanation for two key observations of 
Holocene East Asian climate: the ‘asynchronous Holocene optimum’ (An et al., 2000), and changes to dust 
emissions.  
 
A mechanism is proposed to explain the altered EASM seasonality in the early-mid Holocene. The insolation 
increase over the boreal summer reduces the pole-equator temperature gradient, leading to 
northward-shifted and weakened westerlies. The meridional position of the westerlies relative to the Tibetan 
Plateau determine the timing of seasonal transitions, and a northward shift triggers earlier seasonal rainfall 
transitions and in particular a shorter Mei-Yu and longer Summer stage. 

 

 

Brian Zambri Rutgers University bzambri@envsci.rutgers.edu 

Winter Warming and Summer Monsoon Reduction after Volcanic Eruptions in Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project 5 Climate Models 

While it is common wisdom that state-of-the-art climate models are rather imperfect in their simulations of 
the climate response to large volcanic eruptions, the results depend on how the analyses were done. 
Observations show that all recent large tropical eruptions were followed by winter warming in the first 
Northern Hemisphere (NH) winter after the eruption, with little such response in the second winter, yet a 
number of the evaluations have combined the first and second winters.  We have looked at just the first 
winter after large eruptions since 1850 in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) historical 
simulations, and find that most models do produce a winter warming signal, with warmer temperatures over 
NH continents and a stronger polar vortex in the lower stratosphere, which corresponds to a positive mode 
of the Arctic Oscillation.  We also examined NH summer precipitation responses in the first year after these 
large volcanic eruptions in the CMIP5 archive, and find clear reductions of summer monsoon rainfall.  While 
we would not expect climate models on average to exactly simulate the observed response, which includes 
random variability, these results help us to diagnose what models currently do well and where we might look 
for improvements. 
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Poster Session A 
 
Patrick Duplessis Dalhousie University p.duplessis@dal.ca 

Coastal Fog in Atlantic Canada: Characterization and Projection in Future Climate 

Marine and coastal fog in Atlantic Canada is usually advective and is favoured by the meeting of warm and 
cold ocean currents (Gulf Stream and Labrador Current). As moist warm air moves over cold water, it cools 
down and becomes supersaturated. The interactions between microphysical, dynamical and radiative 
processes can also be a determining element in the formation and persistence of fog, which makes fog 
forecasting a highly challenging task. Current parameterizations within models suffer notably of unresolved 
microphysical problems such as neglecting droplet concentration, which leads to errors in droplet density 
predictions of up to 50%. In the scope of improving fog characterization, our research group has designed 
and built a novel fog sampling inlet that was deployed at a field station on the coast of Nova Scotia for the 
fog season of 2016. Firstly, results from measurements of various atmospheric variables, droplet size 
distribution and chemical speciation during the fog events of June and early July will be shown. Secondly, an 
evaluation the amplitude of the fog radiative forcing in the changing climate will be presented. 

 

Seiyon Ben Lee Pennsylvania State University skl5261@psu.edu 

A Study of Hurricane Surge Threat from Climate Change 

Tropical cyclones are the primary cause of storm surges, and dramatic storm surges have devastated highly 
populated areas in the southeastern coast of the United States recently. In recent work by Grinsted et al. in 
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science (Grinsted et al. 2013), the authors claim that a 1°C rise 
in the average global temperature would yield a 2-7 fold increase in the frequency of extreme storm surges 
comparable to that of Hurricane Katrina (2005). This conclusion is based on the claim that the global 
average temperature is the best predictor of storm surge levels in a non-stationary generalized extreme 
value distribution (GEV). In this study, we re-visit the methodology implemented by Grinsted et al. and 
investigate the validity of their claims via a detailed simulation study. We also formulate an alternative 
approach which incorporates “spike-and-slab” prior distributions into a Bayesian hierarchical model in order 
to rigorously perform variable selection. Moreover, we implement Bayesian model selection methods such 
as BIC, DIC, Gibbs Variable Selection (GVS), Stochastic Search Variable Selection (SSVS), and Shrinkage 
Priors. We therefore model storm surge level as a function of changing climate variables. In addition to the 
storm surge data used by Grinsted et al., we incorporate sea level data from additional tide gauge stations in 
the United State and study how this additional information impacts conclusions about future storm surge 
levels. 

 
Rick Russotto University of Washington russotto@uw.edu 

Effects of solar geoengineering on meridional energy transport and tropical precipitation 

In the absence of significant progress in reducing anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gases, there has been increasing interest in the idea of cooling the planet artificially by 
reflecting sunlight, often referred to as solar geoengineering. Among the many concerns with such a strategy 
is that it could lead to changes in regional precipitation, and that it would not fully cancel the polar 
amplification of warming: the poles would be warmed, and the tropics cooled, if the global mean temperature 
were held constant. To study these effects, I am analyzing the output from the Geoengineering Model 
Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) experiment G1, in which the carbon dioxide concentration was abruptly 
quadrupled and the solar constant was reduced to compensate in 12 fully coupled global climate models. All 
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models have a global mean reduction in precipitation in G1, but some also have a shift in the intertropical 
convergence zone (ITCZ) to the north or south, which would exacerbate the precipitation reduction in the 
areas that this belt of rainfall shifted away from. To help explain why some models have these ITCZ shifts, 
and why residual polar amplification occurs in all the models, I examine the factors, such as cloud and 
surface albedo feedbacks, responsible for the changes in meridional energy transport in the G1 experiment. 
This work will improve our understanding of the ramifications of solar geoengineering, and will also help us 
to better understand the important climate change phenomena of polar amplification and ITCZ shifts under 
global warming conditions. 

 

Xiyue Zhang California Institute of Technology xiyue@caltech.edu 

Arctic mixed-phase clouds in large-eddy simulations and a mixed-layer model 

Arctic mixed-phase clouds have a significant impact on the Arctic climate. These low clouds drive boundary 
layer turbulence through radiative processes, thus modifying the structures of the boundary layer. The Arctic 
boundary layer structures are particularly important for understanding polar amplification, to which 
mixed-phase clouds may contribute. Arctic cloud feedbacks  likely also play an role in controlling aspects of 
the surface climate, such as the sea ice response to global warming. 
 
The complexity of the Arctic boundary layer and clouds calls for systematic and idealized studies to separate 
different processes. We use large-eddy simulations (LES) to study an idealized setup modeled after the 
Indirect and Semi-direct Aerosols Campaign (ISDAC). LES is capable of resolving the most energetic 
turbulent motions in the boundary layer with little dependence on parameterizations. The simulated cloud 
liquid water path is sensitive to the temperature, large-scale subsidence, and the inversion strength at the 
cloud top. To further analyze the mechanisms controlling the clouds, a mixed-layer model is used to 
simulate the same cases. Most of the changes of cloud liquid water path are captured by the mixed-layer 
model, allowing us to deduce the relative importance of various factors in controlling the clouds. These 
results motivate ongoing studies of the Arctic cloud response to climate change in an idealized GCM. 

Poster Session B 
Tristan Ballard Stanford University tballard@stanford.edu 

Characterizing the contribution of humidity to the intensity of extreme heat wave events 

Improving our understanding of how heat waves will respond to climate change is critical for adequate 
planning and adaptation. While temperature is the primary determinant of heat wave severity, humidity has 
been shown to play a key role in their intensity and physiological effects, with direct links to human health 
and safety. To address this, several heat wave studies analyze trends in heat indices that incorporate 
humidity. However, few if any have focused primarily on trends in humidity itself during heat waves. 
Therefore, we investigate the individual contributions of temperature and specific humidity to extreme heat 
wave conditions and how these have changed globally in recent decades. Using the 6-hr resolution 
(1979-2014) NCEP-DOE Reanalysis II dataset, we identify regional variability in the joint probability 
distribution of humidity and temperature. Additional regional variability in both how that distribution shifted in 
the past decade suggests global-scale conclusions may be unreasonable. As a result, we identify a 
statistically significant positive trend in humidity over the eastern U.S. during heat wave events and discuss 
potential mechanisms for this occurrence and implications for the future. Our results support the notion that 
heat waves are complex events characterized by more than high temperatures alone, and understanding 
and quantifying the various components of the heat wave system is crucial for forecasting future impacts 
due to climate change.  

Michael Diamond University of Washington diamond2@uw.edu 
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Entrainment and mixing of biomass burning aerosol into the Namibian stratocumulus cloud deck 
Interactions between the seasonal biomass burning (BB) smoke plume and the semi-permanent 
stratocumulus cloud deck in the southeast Atlantic Ocean (SEA) remain poorly understood due to lack of 
direct observations, despite the importance of this region for the global energy budget. In particular, the 
extent to which BB aerosol is entrained and mixed into the cloud deck is poorly constrained. Although 
CALIOP lidar data shows that the smoke layer is clearly separated from the cloud deck near the 
Namibian/Angolan coast and subsides as it moves westward, the lidar may underestimate the geometric 
extent of the smoke layer in cases of strong attenuation. As a result, the longitude at which mixing first 
occurs is uncertain. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) studies suggest that the net radiative forcing of BB aerosol 
above cloud is negative, in large part due to the Twomey indirect effect. Thus, the extent of BB aerosol 
mixing is of prime climatic importance in this region. 

NASA’s ORACLES (ObseRvations of Aerosols above CLouds and their intEractionS) field campaign will 
investigate multiple facets of the aerosol-cloud- marine boundary layer system in the SEA between August 
2016 and October 2018. We present evidence from the campaign and from A-train satellite sensors to 
constrain the longitude of first mixing and identify a seasonal cycle in the extent of aerosol mixing. 

 

 

 

Jingyuan Li Colorado State University    jli3@rams.colostate.edu 

Dynamical contribution to temperature trends: methodology and applications 

A key issue in climate change research is distinguishing between anthropogenic forcing and natural 
(internal) climate variability. While human-induced climate change is likely to dominate over internal 
variability for time periods longer than a decade on the global scale, internal variability can overwhelm 
anthropogenic forcing on regional and local scales, even on timescales of up to 50 years at middle and high 
latitudes. Attributing specific climate events to a specific cause is difficult for dynamically driven events, and 
requires an accurate assessment of the role of internal variability. Here we use the CESM-LE large 
ensemble to identify and remove internal variability associated with circulation dynamics in the extratropics. 
The large ensemble consist of 30 simulations run on the exact same model with the same forcing, and thus 
any differences within the output are solely due to internal variability. Several methodologies are used to 
estimate the dynamical contribution to surface temperature in the extratropics since 1955. Applying this to 
observations shows the current observed trends in the context of the spread of internal variability. Removing 
the effects of this internal atmospheric circulation variability narrows the spread within the CESM-LE output 
considerably, and reduces the number of simulations needed to get an accurate representation of the true 
forced signal. It also brings the observed trends closer to the radiatively forced signal of the ensemble 
average. 
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Poster Session C 
 
 
Sara Berry University of Washington seberry2@uw.edu 

Trajectory Analysis of Cloud Properties During the 2014-2015 Holuhraun Lava Field Fissure 
Eruption in Iceland 

One of the major uncertainties in climate models and our understanding of anthropogenic effects on the 
atmosphere is the effect of aerosols on clouds. There are two major indirect effects of aerosols on clouds: 
the first indirect effect, where anomalously high aerosol concentrations increase cloud droplet 
concentrations and decrease droplet size for a constant water content, and the second indirect effect, where 
the decrease in droplet size reduces the efficiency of precipitation processes allowing clouds to persist. 
Major anthropogenic aerosols include nitrates, sulfates, and black carbon. The difficulty with studying 
aerosol indirect effects is the aerosols do not usually have an easily identifiable source and tend to quickly 
disperse into the background. Therefore, we study the first indirect effect by matching MODIS retrieved 
cloud optical depth, cloud effective radius, and cloud fraction with HYSPLIT trajectories in the region of the 
Holuhraun Lava Field fissure in Iceland around the time of its eruption which lasted from August 31, 2014 till 
February 28, 2015. The eruption was primarily an SO2 event, emitting 20 to 120 kilotons of SO2 a day, well 
above regional anthropogenic sources. The magnitude and the length of the eruption makes the Holuhraun 
Lava Field fissure eruption an ideal opportunity to examine the first indirect effect. 

 

 

Alexander Haugstad University of Washington alex.haugstad@gmail.com 

How Local are Local Radiative Feedbacks? 

Earth's climate sensitivity depends critically on the strength of radiative feedbacks linking surface warming to 
changes in top of atmosphere (TOA) radiation. Many studies have oversimplified the idea of radiative 
feedbacks, either by treating them as global mean quantities, or by assuming they can be defined uniquely 
by geographic location and the TOA radiative response depends only on local surface warming (e.g., 
Armour et al 2013). For example, a uniform increase in sea surface temperature (SST) has been widely 
used as a surrogate for global warming (e.g., Cess et al 1990 and the 'aqua4k' simulations of the recent 
CMIP5), with the assumption that this produces the same radiative feedbacks as those arising from a 
doubling of carbon dioxide -- even though the spatial patterns of warming differ. However, there is increasing 
evidence that local feedbacks may not be truly "local", i.e., that feedbacks are not entirely independent of the 
structure of warming or type of climate forcing applied (Rose et al 2014). This study thus investigates the 
following question: how local are local feedbacks? Using an idealized framework of an aquaplanet 
atmosphere-only model, we show that radiative feedbacks are indeed dependent on the large scale 
structure of warming and type of forcing applied. For example, the climate responds very differently to a 
forcing applied at the surface (i.e., ocean heat uptake) than to an equivalent forcing at the top of the 
atmosphere (i.e., radiative forcing); it responds differently to two forcings of equal global magnitude but 
applied in different global regions; and the pattern of local feedbacks arising from uniform warming are not 
the same as that arising from polar amplified warming. The exact degree to which local feedbacks depend 
on nonlocal processes is investigated further through additional experiments similar to the examples 
described above. 
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Mingwei Li MIT mwli@mit.edu 

Effects of Climate Variability on Transpacific Transport of Ozone 

Transpacific transport of air pollutants, including ozone and aerosols, can offset the benefits from domestic 
emission control policies in the U.S., causing risks on human health and ecosystem. Using a global chemical 
transport model GEOS-Chem driven by MERRA reanalysis meteorological data from 1980 to 2012, we 
found that the interannual variation of transpacific ozone, about 10% of its average level, was likely 
controlled by sea surface temperature over the Pacific and subtropical jet stream position. Asian 
anthropogenic emissions increased extreme ozone episodes (defined as daily 10am to 6pm average surface 
ozone concentration that exceeds 60ppb) in the springtime by 1-3 days per year in Southwestern US. These 
results are compared with those from future climate meteorological fields, which are generated from a 
modeling framework that links the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Integrated Global System Model to 
the Community Atmosphere Model (MIT IGSM-CAM) under a no-policy reference scenario. 

 

 

 

 

 

Isabel McCoy University of Washington imccoy@uw.edu 
Identifying Meteorological Controls on Open and Closed Mesoscale Cellular Convection 

     Low, boundary layer clouds, especially in marine environments, are key influencers of the climate. It has 
been established that the largest source of uncertainty in model climate sensitivity are clouds. Boundary 
layer clouds contribute an especially large amount of uncertainty as their processes are quite complicated, 
small scale, and, as yet, not completely known. Open and closed mesoscale cellular convective (MCC) 
clouds make up a large percentage of low clouds throughout the world, especially outside of the tropics. As 
they have significantly different radiative and microphysical properties, understanding their development and 
meteorological controls will greatly assist in calculating feedbacks on the present and future climate.  
  
     We conducted an examination of time-varying meteorological conditions associated with 
satellite-determined open and closed MCC (Wood & Hartmann, 2006). Thermodynamic variables from 
ERA-Interim Reanalysis are assessed for each pre-identified MCC cloud. The spatial and temporal patterns 
of open and closed MCC are compared with key meteorological control variables to highlight dependencies 
and major differences. This illustrated the influence of environmental stability and surface forcing as well as 
the role of marine cold air outbreaks (MCAO) on open and closed cloud formation. MCAO encourage low 
marine cloud formation, especially open MCC, through movement of cold air from polar-regions across 
warmer waters (i.e. equator-ward through the mid-latitudes). Such outbreaks may also influence the 
transition from open to closed MCC, as we will examine in future work. Our results may lead to 
improvements in the parameterization of cloudiness and advance the simulation of marine low clouds. 
  
     Wood, R., & Hartmann, D. L. (2006). Spatial variability of liquid water path in marine low cloud: The 
importance of mesoscale cellular convection. Journal of Climate, 19(9), 1748-1764. doi:10.1175/jcli3702.1 
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Casey Wall University of Washington caseyw8@uw.edu 

Observed low cloud occurrence and boundary layer structure over the wintertime Southern Ocean 
over sea ice and open water 

A sharp contrast in low cloud fraction across the Antarctic sea ice edge during winter is clearly detectable in 
active satellite retrievals, which provide an unprecedented view of high latitude clouds during winter. During 
polar winter, sea ice insulates the ocean and prevents heat and moisture transport to the atmosphere, 
causing the boundary layer to be less cloudy, colder, shallower and more stable on average over sea ice 
than over open water. The contrast in cloud properties has important effects on the energy balance and on 
the growth and decay of sea ice.  A sharp contrast in boundary layer properties is also detectable in 
reanalysis and in situ measurements. This jump in cloud and boundary layer structure across the sea ice 
edge can be used as a novel test for state-of-the-art global climate models with satellite simulator software. 
Seven models are evaluated and only four simulate cloudier conditions equatorward of the sea ice edge 
than poleward. 
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